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Summary
This is the user's manual for UCAP (Unified Counter-rotation Aero-
acoustics Program), the counter-rotatlon derivative of the UAAP
(Unified Aero-Acoustic Program). The purpose of this program is to
predict steady and unsteady airloading on the blades and the noise
produced by a counter-rotation Prop-Fan. The aerodynamic method is
based on linear potential theory with corrections for non-linearity
associated with axial flux induction, vortex lift on the blades, and
rotor-to-rotor interference. The theory for acoustics and the theory
for individual blade loading and wakes are derived in Unified
Aeroacoustics Analysis for High Speed Turboprop Aerodynamics and
Noise, Volume I (NASA CR-4329). This user's manual also includes a
brief explanation of the theory used for the modelling of counter-
rotation.
Major sections of this volume include a general code overview,
descriptions of input and output, installation instructions, and a
listing of error codes.
P
I Introduction
This document describes the use and general structure of the
Unified Counter-rotation propeller Aeroacoustic Program (UCAP),
developed under NASA Contract NAS3-24222, Task Order I0. UCAP is
the single and counter-rotation successor to the single rotation
UAAP, which is a computer program to predict the aerodynamic and
acoustic performance of Prop-Fans using helicoidal lifting
surface theory and a frequency-domain acoustic theory developed
at Hamilton Standard in the 1980's (reference I).
The major improvements of this version of UCAP over UAAP are:
The inclusion of coun£er-rotation. The steady interaction
is modelled by perturbing the solution for one rotor by the
mean velocity field caused by the other. These interaction
velocities are assumed to follow streamlines.
Calculation of induced drag from blade Acp data instead of
in the Trefftz plane. This was changed to include loading
from the leading edge vortex and the tip edge vortex.
Inclusion of the vortex loading effects into the calcula-
tions of the induced velocity and the wake. The time aver-
age, non-linear axial momentum is satisfied by iteration.
Streamline contraction is added. This is modelled by forc-
ing continuity along annuli defined by flow-field data.
Steady aerodynamic boundary conditions on the blades are
calculated on conical surfaces defined by the local stream-
line angle.
The calculation of the required turning angle (for the flow
tangency boundary correlation on the blades) has been re-
vised. Instead of treating the axisymmetric disturbances
(for example, those from the other rotor or from an external
flow field) as perturbation angles, these are incorporated
into the mean velocity triangle (see Figure I).
The axisymmetric interaction component of the rotor-to-rotor
interaction velocity is calculated from ac,/ax, the local
thrust loading, and acp/ax, the local power loading. This
method requires less CPU time than the near wake formula-
tions and will not significantly change interaction veloc-
ities at normal rotor spacings.
Unified Aero-Acoustic Program.
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Iterative correction for interaction velocity on both rotors
of a counter-rotation Prop-Fan is included.
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IX Theory
UCAP is a derivative of the earlier UAAP work; the details of
the theory behind UAAP can be found in reference i. The two major
improvements over the interim version of UCAP, produced under
Tasks I and II of this contract, are the incorporation of vortex
loading into the induced flow calculation and the wake calcula-
tions, for both single and counter-rotation operation, and the
modeling of contraction in rotor-rotor interference, which will
be described below. UCAP works on the basis of perturbing each
rotor with the velocity field produced by the other rotor. The
steady loading upon a blade is divided into several parts: the
potential part (subscript POT) is directly from lifting surface
theory; it is calculated from
{L_}=[K]Ix{W}
where {L_} is a vector representing the potential loading, [K] "i
is the influence coefficient matrix, and {W} is the turning
angles required to maintain flow tangency along the blade sur-
face. The secondary loading (that portion of loading due to
induced flow) is calculated based on momentum theory using the
thrust and torque at each control point and the mass flux through
the rotor. The methods for calculating the secondary loading and
vortex loading (the portion of the loading from the leading edge,
side edge, and tip edge vortices) are described in reference i,
but the application is different. In UAAP, the calculation of
the induced flow and the wake depended only upon the potential
loading, {L_}. The steady potential loading was the result of
non-linear iterations, where the Cp and C, resulting from each
step were used to compute a new induced flow. This was repeated
until the change in Cp was small. The final potential load was
then used to drive the Near Wake Calculation. The vortex loading
was attached to the final performance values but never included
in either the loading to drive the Near Wake Calculation or in
the induced flow calculation. In the present program, the
induced flow is calculated before and after the calculation of
the vortex loads, so the influence of non-linear lift is included
in the inflow field. The Near Wake routine calculations are
driven by {L}, which includes the vortex load and is obtained by:
{L}={L_} •((ac_/ax) / (ac,/ax))
where aC_/@x includes the effect of vortex loading and ac,/ax
includes potential loads only.
The flow chart in Figure 2 shows a schematic of the method used
in counter-rotation operation for the steady aerodynamic solu-
tion. Single rotation operation bypasses steps M through V, but
is otherwise similar.
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Streamline contrac_f0n is a result of the 00nservation of mass.
In UCAP this is done by dividing the flow into streamtubes which
are defined by the flow field entered by means of the VELGRADS
command (see Section IV, "Input Description"). If no external
flow field is defined, initial streamlines will be based on the
hub and tip radii of the front and rear rotors. The locations
where these streamlines intersect the rotors are calculated after
every steady iteration. The new locations of the streamlines at
the rear rotor are computed by calculating the flow rate in each
streamtube and adjusting the annular areas in order to enforce
incompressible continuity. For the streamline locations on the
rear rotor, the flow rate in each streamtube where it crosses the
forward rotor is calculated from the induced velocity, the
interference velocity caused by the rear rotor, the velocity due
to the external flow field, and the streamtube area. Since the
velocity where that stream-tube crosses the rear rotor is known,
continuity will determine the stream tube area at that location.
This is repeated until all streamlines on the rear rotor are
relocated. The new locations of the streamlines where they
intersect the front rotor are calculated in a similar manner: the
streamtube areas on the rear rotor are held fixed while the
streamlines on the front rotor are adjusted to satisfy continu-
ity.
The streamtubes defined by the last steady iteration are used for
the calculation of the unsteady rotor-to-rotor interferences. A
separate document (reference 4) contains a more detailed explana-
tion of the theory used in UCAP.
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III Program Organization
UCAP is a large program, with about 30000 lines of source code
excluding comments. It is divided into several modules, which
communicate via common blocks, argument lists, or files. These
are:
Control Module -- Controls the program flow, monitors conver-
gence of the steady aerodynamic iterations, and performs
some housekeeping functions, such as assuring that the
common blocks are properly loaded with default data.
Input Module -- Reads the data entered by the us@r. Entered
data are placed into named common blocks for access by the
rest of the program. The input module will also set the
default values for the appropriate input parameters which
have them. -_ _ --
Blade Geometry Module -- Converts the geometry data entered
in any of the three available coordinate systems to the
coordinate system used internally,
Steady Aerodynamics Module -- Performs the calculations re-
quired for the solution Of the steady aerodynamics, and
passes the Ac_'s calculated to the Steady Loads Module,
which performs the integrations needed to get C , Ct, and
applies the vortex loading to get C_ and C_. T_e influence
coefficient matrices and thickness vectors are calculated
here. The forward rotor influence coefficient matrix is
written to file FWD000. The rear rotor is written to file
AFT000. For single rotation, the file will be SRP000.
Steady Loads Module -- integrates Acp's to get Ca, C,, acp/ax,
and act/ax , and applies the vortex loading corrections, as
in UAAP( to get C_, C_, ac_/ax, and ac_/ax. This module
also wrltes the steady portion of the input data file for
the Noise Module.
Unsteady Aerodynamic Module -- Calculates the complex Acp's
resulting from a given disturbance field and writes the
unsteady portion of the input data file for the Noise Mod-
ule. The unsteady influence coefficient matrices calculated
in this module are written to external files with names of
the form AFT001, AFT002, FWD001, FWD002, etc., where the
number is the interaction harmonic order. For single rota-
tion all matrices will be written to a file named SRP000.
steady Interaction Wake Module -- Uses aC_/@x and @c_/ax to
calculate the velocity field caused by one rotor upon the
other. This approach discards influence of the chordwise
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loading distribution on the velocity field, which is consid-
ered negligible at reasonable rotor-to'rotor spacings.
Near Wake Module -- Uses complex loading information supplied
by the Steady Aerodynamics Module, with a correction for the
vortex loads, to calculate the unsteady perturbation terms
caused by one rotor upon the other. While the perturbations
are unsteady, the wake is steady when viewed by an observer
moving with the rotor generating the wake. When an inflow
field incorporating unsteady components is input, the UCAP
wake is based on the steady component only. The unsteady
portion does not impact the wake. For single rotor opera-
tion, only, this module will calculate the velocities caused
by the rotor at specified upstream or downstream points
(WAKEEXEC command).
Noise Module -- Calculates the radiated noise from data con-
tained in an input data file at locations requested by the
user.
Utility Routines -- Includes sub-programs for interpolation,
splining, data management, and printout. These routines are
called from many places in the program.
Figure 3A shows the subroutine calling tree of the program.
Figure 3B shows the subroutine cross reference listing. Figure
3C is a subroutine reference and purpose listing. Figure 3D
shows the labeled common area reference listing.
UCAP uses a large number of named common blocks, but no unnamed
(blank) common blocks, for data storage and for data exchange
between modules. These are listed in Table I. Further informa-
tion concerning the actual system requirements is in Section VII,
"Program Installation".
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IV Input Description
The primary input mode is expected to be a predefined input data
set. Upon program execution the primary input file, file number
5, is immediately read and echoed to both the primary output
file, file number 6, (to obtain a complete copy of the input on
the output file) and to a scratch file, file number ii. All
subsequent primary input is obtained by reading file number II.
No other input files are required by the code except as the user
may define for restart capabilities. Several scratch files are
generated by the program; they are defined in the Section VIII,
"File Requirements".
There are many input values which act as tolerances on itera-
tions, or convergence criteria. These have been defaulted within
the code to "recommended" values. Although they explicitly
appear in the input description, they need not be input. Input
data which need not be input appears at the end of each section,
and the input location number appears within parentheses.
The next sections present a description of all the input neces-
sary to run the code.
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Commands
The code is command driven. Commands are used to identify the
input sections, the input values, and to execute various func-
tions of the code. Sub-commands are used to execute options
within functions. The general input format of the command is:
(starting in column I)
COMMANDX(SUBCOMMD) where "COMMANDX" is an 8 character word, in-
cluding trailing blanks, and "SUBCOMMD" is
also an 8 character word, including trailing
blanks.
Load
Some commands require that numerical input must be read in next.
For this purpose a location-specified, free-field input routine
is used which reads between columns 1 and 72. Locations for input
are indicated by "L" followed by a number indicating the desired
start of a location.
Some of the location specified input controls integration mesh
sizes, Fourier series convergence, and other program tolerances.
These locations have been identified by parenthesis () around the
location number and can usually be ignored by the user. However,
if these values are input, the parenthesis () should be omitted
from the location field.
Input for this "LOAD" format is illustrated below:
(starting in column i)
C
L
C
L
END
THIS IS AN OPTIONAL COMMENT RECORD (or Records)
i0 i.i 2 3.5
THIS IS ANOTHER OPTIONAL COMMENT RECORD (or Records)
12.7 13.1
91 6.5
This will cause the locations shown below to have the following
values:
LOCATION VALUE
i0 i.I
ii 2.0
12 3.5
13 12.7
14 13.1
91 6.5
Notes: "Scientific notation" is not allowed, e.g. 2.1 E+03 is
not allowed. Implied repetitions are not allowed, e.g. 3,2.1 is
not allowed. The "END" record is required to terminate each
entry into the LOAD routine.
9
iCommand Summary
A list of accepted commands is shown below. Since this is a
command driven code, command order is important, and therefore
the commands are listed below in the required logical sequence
for execution.
HEADER
RUNPARMS
CRPPARMS
AIRPARMS
BLADEGEO
LSTPARMS
NOIZPARM
VELGRADS
VORTPARM
W_EP_
INTERPRM
AEROEXEC
WAKEEXEC
NOIZEXEC
ENDCASE
ENDJOB
- Input page header cards
- Input flight parameters
- Input counter-rotation parameters
- Input options for 2-D drag look-up.
- Input propeller/blade geometry (2-D,RXY or
XYZ coordinates).
- Input options to panel aero code.
- Input options to the noise portion of the
code.
- Input axial velocity field on a defined grid.
- Input options to vortex flow calculation.
- Input options to wake calculation.
- Input options for rotor-to-rotor interaction
calculations
- Execute the aero code.
- Execute the wake calculation.
- Execute the noise portion of the code.
- End of input and calculations for the
current case.
- End of job, terminate the program.
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Specific Input pescrip_ioD
Input requirements/options are provided below for each command,
in the order listed above.
HEAD_R:
This command enters page heading records. Records following the
HEADER command are sequentially read until an "END" command is
found. Up to i0 page heading records may be entered.
_UNPARMS:
This command enters run parameters using "LOAD" format.
location, default, and input descriptions are:
The
LOC. Default Variable Description
1 0 RUNBUG
2 59.0 QDEGF
3 1.0 QRHOR
4 0 QADVF
5 0 QMX
16 0 QADVR
Debug Option, 1 turns on.
Ambient temperature, °F.
Ambient density/Sea Level
Std. density.
Advance ratio, J = Vo/nD ,
for a single rotor or for
the forward rotor of a
counter-rotation Prop-
Fan.
Free-stream Mach number.
Advance ratio, J = Vo/nD ,
for the aft rotor of a
counter-rotation Prop-
Fan.
L
w
¢RPPARMS:
This command is used to control counter-rotation operation of the
program and to enter certain parameters specific to
counter-rotation, such as the rotor-to-rotor spacing. If this
command is omitted, UCAP will run in single rotation mode; this
is to permit existing UAAP input data to be used for single
rotation without change.
Ii
LOC
1
3
4
6
Default
0.0
0.0
-I.0
0.0
i000.0
Variable
CRPBUG
SWITCH
SPACE
COUNT
CRPTOL
12
Descriptions
Printout control.
0: Minimal printout
1: Printout specific
data after each front/r-
ear rotor iteration
0.0: Run single ro-
tation. This was chosen
to ensurecompatibility
with UAAP data decks.
1.0: Run counter-
rotation
Distance between rotor
pitch change axes, nor-
malized by forward rotor
diameter. For counter-
rotation cases, this must
be entered by the user;
if nothing is entered the
program will stop.
Number of front-rear ro-
tor iterations. Maximum
is 25.
Tolerance. When the
change in power coeffi-
cient between iterations
is less than this value,
the steady performance is
considered converged.
Values less than 1.0xl0 _
will be reset to I0000.
This value was selected
for convenience in pro-
gram debugging. The user
must enter a value less
than i. for iteration to
occur. See Appendix for
recommended values.
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7 0.0 FWDHRM
8 0.0 AFTHRM
Highest forward rotor
wake harmonic to use for
the excitation of the
rear rotor.
Highest rear rotor induc-
tion field harmonic to
use for the excitation of
the forward rotor.
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_STPARMS:
This command enters input options to the panel aero portion of
the code using "LOAD" format. This command has two sub-commands:
AFT and FWD. Use LSTPARMS(FWD ) to enter parameters for the
forward rotor in counter-rotation cases. Use LSTPARMS(AFT )
to enter parameters for the rear rotor in a counter-rotation
case. Use LSTPARMS, with no sub-commands, for single rotation
cases. The location, default value and input description are:
( * See Figure 4 for pictorial description)
LOO. Default Variable Description
1 0 ZSTBUG Debug Option, i turns on.
* 2 I0 QNCP Number of chordwise pan-
els, maximum of i0.
* 4 8 QNSM Number of spanwise modes
(control point radii).
Maximum of i0.
20 1 QPARTI 0 generate [K] l and W T.
1 generate [K] l and read
wT
2 read [K] -n and generate
wT.
3 read in [K] "I and W T
The code requires an in-
verse kernel matrix [K] "l
and thickness vector, WT,
to obtain the aerodynamic
loading on the blade.
The [K] -l matrix and WT
vector require a signifi-
cant amount of CPU time,
and an option to utilize
13
21
22
0
0
QQ
QK
14
previously generated
[K] -l matrices and WT vec-
tors has been incorporat-
ed into the code.
Note: For counter-rota-
tion operation, the pro-
gram requires that the
[K] -] matrix be available
for every QQ and QK (see
below). If any [K] -l
matrix is required for a
given rotor, all [K] -l
matrices must be calcu-
lated for that rotor.
Order of unsteady load-
ing, harmonic, = 0 for
steady loading.
For single rotation oper-
ation, this parameter
must be set to a value
greater than zero for
unsteady aerodynamics.
For counter-rotation,
enter 0, as this parame-
ter is calculated for the
unsteady rotor-to-rotor
interactions.
Number of circumferential
modes for unsteady load-
ing, = 0 for steady load-
ing.
For single rotation oper-
ation, this parameter
must be set to a value
greater than zero for
unsteady aerodynamics.
For counter-rotation,
enter 0, as this parame-
ter is calculated for the
unsteady rotor-to-rotor
interactions.
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28
29
101
141
181
2
i0
QNBOPT
QITNON
.2, .35, QZAR
.45,.55,
.65,.75,
.85,.95
.5, .5,
.5, .5,
.5, .5
.5, .5
QCONTP
.4,.4
.4,.4
.4,.4,
.4,.4,
.4,.4,
QCHW
15
= 1 for supersonic lead-
ing'edge element, use
when supersonic flow ex-
pected at leading edge.
= 2 for subsonic leading
edge element.
Max number of non-linear
iterations, for single
rotation operation.
=0 for linear cal-
culation.
This parameter is ignored
for counter-rotation op-
eration.
Spanwise locations of
control point
radii,
The number of these must
agree with QNSM, fraction
of
Chordwise location of
control points within
each panel normalized to
the panel width.
There must be QNSM of
these. All control
points are at the same
location at a given radi-
us.
Width for chordwise
averaging of
downwash, normalized to
panel width. There must
be QNSM of these input.
The downwash averaging
width is constant at a
given radius.
51 0, 0 QWMU Complex downwash vector
for flowfield for ex-
ternal to propeller un-
steady loading calculati-
on. These can be obtained
from Section 13, equa-
tion (13.8) of reference
I. A routine to generate
these is in the appendix.
The values of QWMU must
be input sequentially
starting in location 351,
as real part, imaginary
part for each control
point across the ist
spanwise station, and
then proceeding outward
along the blade span.
Thus, there must be
(QNCP*QNSM) pairs of val-
ues input for QWMU.
The following input locations may be ignored.
(3) .02 QDR Radial extent of singular
integral at control point
radius for wake calcula-
tion radius.
(5) 1024 QN Number of points in FFT
for terms in kernel inte-
gration, max. of 2048,
must be a power of 2.
(6) .004
(v) 4
QDELTA
QMODOP
Axial step size for FFT.
Spanwise mode shape op-
tion
(use default value).
(8) .0001 QTOLF Tolerance for W (omega)
integration.
(9) .001 QTOLT Tolerance for other inte-
grations.
(I0) .005 QTOLS Tolerance for summations
(11) 20 QMMI Loop limit for harmonic
summation in wake kernel.
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(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
30
i0
0
0
0
.025
.010
5
.9
...._....QMM2
QMM3
QITABK
QITABT
QINT4
QPRINT
QPRINI
QPRIN2
QKDOWN
QKSTART
QMM4
QMBLEN
17
Loop limit for harmonic
summation in bound ker-
nel.
Loop limit for harmonic
summation in thickness
vector.
File number allocated for
[K] -l matrix storage.
The default is 8 for sin-
gle rotation or for the
FWD sub-command and 18
for the AFT sub-command.
File number allocated for
W T (thickness vector)
storage. The default is
9 for single rotation or
for the FWD sub-command
and 19 for the AFT sub-
command.
Not currently used.
Additional debug print -
not recommended.
Additional debug print -
not recommended.
Additional debug print -
not recommended.
Radial step size for non-
-singular bound kernel
Width of singular region
for bound kernel integra-
tion
Loop limit for summation
in sound power calcula-
tion.
Trailing edge effective
Mach number for blending
to supersonic trailing
edge elements.
(27)
(221)
1024
.002
QNO
QINMES
18
Number of points in FFT
integration for n = 0
term in kernel,
max = 2048, must be a
power of 2.
Step size for radial in-
tegration in wake kernel.
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This command enters the propeller/blade geometry using the "LOAD"
format. For any propeller and flight condition, the shaft power
required, and the thrust produced by the propeller are a function
of the blade angle. In using this code it is recommended that the
blade angle be adjusted so that the power or thrust calculated by
this program matches a desired value. (see Sections 3 and 6 of
reference 2 for further explanation).
Nine sub-commands exist to allow input of the geometry in differ-
ent forms:
For single rotation these are:
BLADEGEO(2-DCOORD), BLADEGEO(RXYCOORD), and BLADEGEO(XYZCOORD).
For the forward rotor in counter-rotation these are:
BLADEGEO(2-DCOFWD), BLADEGEO(RXYCOFWD), and BLADEGEO(XYZCOFWD).
For the aft rotor in counter-rotation these are:
BLADEGEO(2-DCOAFT), BLADEGEO(RXYCOAFT), and BLADEGEO(XYZCOAFT)
The 2-DCOORD, RXYCOORD, and XYZCOORD sub-commands must not be
used in counter-rotation operation. The 2-DCOFWD, RXYCOFWD,
XYZCOFWD, 2-DCOAFT, RXYCOAFT, and XYZCOAFT sub-commands must not
be used in single rotation. These are described below.
BLADEGEO(2-DCOORD)
_LADEGEO(2-DCOFWD)
BLADEGEO(_-DCOAFT):
These sub-commands all use the same form of the blade geometry,
which is expected to be the most widely used. The 2-DCOORD sub-
command is used for single rotation cases, 2-DCOFWD is used for
the forward rotor of a counter-rotation Prop-Fan, and 2-DCOAFT is
used for the aft rotor of a counter-rotation Prop-Fan. Input
takes the form of the spanwise variation of thickness ratio,
chord/diameter ratio, twist, airfoil section designation and
stacking axis coordinates. This command(sub-command) will
calculate the blade surface coordinates and interpolate these
into a form required by the other parts of the program. To
insure that there are no errors in the blade output description,
only a limited amount of extrapolation of the input blade coordi-
nates is allowed. Thus, it is best to provide input stations, X,
and streamline angles, SLA, which will define the root and tip
sections of the blade such that the output stations, ZBLDST, can
be interpolated and not extrapolated. The code requires exactly
ten (i0) inputs defining X. The input described below is illus-
trated in Figures 5 and 6.
Note that there are empty locations in the input.
used by the program.
These are not
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LOC •
1
31
32
33
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90
347
348
Default
0
0
0
0
Variable
BLDBUG
BLADE
D
SCO
X
HOB
BOD
CLD
DTHET
THTDES
THTCUT
2O
Description
Debug option, 0 is off, 1
is on.
Number of blades
Propeller diameter, ft.
Propeller hub/tip ratio
Spanwise input stations,
i0 are required, frac-
tions of R_p.
Spanwise airfoil maximum
thickness/chord ratio.
Spanwise chord/diameter
variation.
Spanwise variation of
design lift coefficients.
Spanwise twist variation,
in degrees.
Twist should be input
such that twist at the
75% radius is O.
The 75% radius value of
blade angle at which the
blade is to be "de-
signed", degrees.
The 75% radius value of
blade angle at which this
calculation is to be run,
degrees.
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381-390
711-720
721-730
731-740
900
0
0
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SLA
XSWP
YSWP
ZSWP
ZNPCOV
21
Note: Propeller blades
are assumed to be "de-
signed" at one value of
blade angle. The input
values of thickness/
chord, chord/diameter,
camber, twist and stack-
ing line are assumed to
be defined at the value
of blade angle in Loca-
tion 347. Location 348
defines the blade angle
at which this calculation
is to be run.
Spanwise variation of
streamline angle,
degrees. Blade airfoil
sections are assumed to
be on cones which approx-
imate the streamlines
through the propeller.
This input is the cone
half-angle, positive as
shown in Figure 5.
Spanwise variation of X
coordinate of mid-chord
stacking line, fraction
of R_, see Figure 6.
Spanwise variation of Y
coordinate of mid-chord
stacking line, fraction
of R_, see Figure 6.
Spanwise variation of Z
coordinate of mid-chord
stacking line, fraction
of R_p, see Figure 6.
Number of output stations
in the chordwise direc-
tion, max 49.
g901-949 0., 5., PCTCHD
i0, 15, 20
25, 30, 35,
40, 45, 50,
55, 60, 65,
70, 75, 80,
85, 90, 95,
100
950 21 ZNIS
Chordwise location of
output stations. Both
upper and lower airfoil
surfaces are output at
the same chordwise
locations, % chord.
Number of output stations
in the spanwise dir-
ection, max of 49.
951-999 .I0,.30, ZBLDST
.40, .50,
.55, .60,
.65, .70,
.75, .80,
.825, .85,
.875, .90,
.925, .95,
.96, .97,
.98, .99
1.0
Spanwise location
stations at which
the blade surface will be
defined, radius ratios,
rlR_.
The following input locations may be ignored.
(346) 2 SWPOPT Input sweep option.
default value is re-
quired.
The
(349) 1 ZKCUT Type of airfoil section
defined
0 planar,
1 conical. (default).
2 cylindrical
(741-751) 1 BAFL Integer characterizing
the 2-D airfoil at each
spanwise station. Only
NACA 16 series airfoils
can be generated with
this deck.
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_LADEGEO(RXYCOORD)
_LADEGEO(RXYCOFWD)
BLADEGEO[RXyCOAFT):
An optional method for input of the blade geometry has been
provided. This form allows for up to 50 input stations.
Additionally, it requires a table of the displacement of the mean
camber line from the chord line. The RXYCOORD sub-command is
used to enter data for single rotation cases. The RXYCOFWD and
RXYCOAFT sub-commands are used to enter data for the forward and
aft rotor, respectively, of a counter-rotation Prop-Fan. This
option requires that the blade sections being described be on
cylinders whose axis is the centerline of rotation. The input is
illustrated in Figures 7 through 9.
LOC. Default Variable Description
1 0 BLSBUG Debug Option, 0 is off, 1
is on.
2 0 STANO Number of spanwise input
stations, max of 50.
3 0 PCTNO Number of chordwise input
stations, max of 50.
4 0 DIAMET Propeller diameter, ft.
5 0 SPINNER Propeller hub/tip ratio.
6 0 BLADES Number of propeller
blades.
51-I00 0 CTSTA Spanwise input stations,
rl p.
101-150 0 PCTCD Chordwise input stations,
%chord.
At each spanwise station
151-200 0 THKOB Maximum blade thickness,
fraction of chord.
201-250 0 CHDOD Blade chord, fraction of
diameter.
ImV
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B251-300 0 CAMBR
301-350 0 TWIST
351-400 0 XMC
401-450 0 YMC
451-500 0 ZMC
501-550 0 XSLA
Equivalent NACA Series 16
camber. Obtained by tak-
ing the Dgnrdimensional
maximum height of the
blade mean camber line /
.05515 , fraction of
chord.
Blade section chord an-
gle, deg.
X-coordinate of mid-chord
stacking line, fraction
of
Y-coordinate of mid-chord
stacking line, fraction
of R_p.
Z-coordinate of mid-chord
stacking line, fraction
of
Streamline angle, deg.
This is the flow angle
relative to the center-
line of rotation, and is
used in the sweep angle
calculation.
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Blade mean camber line displacement table.
1003 0 PCTND Number of chordwise
points in mean camber
line displacement table.
1004 0 STAND Number of spanwise points
in mean camber line dis-
placement table.
1005 0 CAMLN Ascending array of chord
fractions, PCTND values.
Followed immediately by :
!
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u1005 0
+
PCTND
CAMLN
1005 0 CAMLN(I,K)
+ I=I,STAND
PCTND+STAND K=I,PCTND
Ascending array of
spanwise radii, fraction
of R_. Starting after
last input location,
STAND values.
Followed immediately by :
Array (PCTND*STAND) of
mean camber line
displacements
from chord line at each
radial station, at ist
chordwise location, frac-
tion of chord. This is
followed by a similar
array for the 2nd chord-
wise location, and con-
tinues through the PCTND
chordwise location.
z
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BLADEGEO(XYZCOORD)
BLADEGEO(XYZCOFWD)
BLADEGEOfXYZCOAFT}:
This form of blade geometry inputs the blade description in XYZ
coordinates of each blade surface. The XYZCOORD sub-command is
to be used for single rotation. For counter-rotation operation
use the XYZCOFWD sub-command to enter data for the forward rotor;
use the XYZCOAFT sub-command to enter data for the aft rotor.
Figure i0 illustrates the coordinate system used. Note that this
XYZ coordinate system is different than the 2-D or the RXY
system.
LOC. Default Variable Description
1 0 BLDBUG Print option.
0 is minimal
1 is additional.
2 0 DIAME Propeller Diameter, ft.
3 0 SPINN Hub to tip ratio.
4 0 BLADE Number of blades
5 0 STINN Number of radial stations
in input.
_4
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6 0 CDINN
7 0 STOUTN
8 0 CDOUTN
51 0 STOUTV
I01 0 CDOUTV
Number of chordwise sta-
tions in input.
Number of output radial
stations needed to define
the blade.
Number of output chord-
wise stations needed to
define the blade.
Values of radial sta-
tions, fraction of radi-
us.
Values of chordwise sta-
tions fraction of chord.
An "END" record is required to terminate the "LOAD" input. The
"END" record is immediately followed by the xyz coordinates of
the blade as follows:
For each of the STINN radial input stations the following input
records are required:
a) A label record
b) For each of the CDINN chordwise input stations the
X, Y, and Z coordinates of the face (pressure) side
of the blade are input. With one set of X, Y, Z,
coordinates in free-field format per record. The
units are inches.
c) Another label record
d) For each of the CDINN chordwise input stations the
X, Y, and Z coordinates of the camber (suction) side
of the blade surface are input. With one set of X,
Y, Z coordinates in free-field format per record.
The units are inches.
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This command will input or initialize the axial velocity ratio at
the propeller. These ratio may be due to the spinner-hub and or
nacelle effects on the freestream flow, but the result must
appear to the code as an axisymmetric flowfield.
LOC •
1
2
Default Variable Description
0 VlBUG Debug option
0 VlOPT Velocity ratio input op-
tion,
0 : initialize velocity
field to 1.0, fraction of
freestream velocity. No
further input is
required.
1 : input the velocity
ratio.
For option VlOPT=I. only: The axisymmetric velocity
ratio is input on a grid
of radial and axial
points which encompass
the blade outer bound-
aries. The flowfield
values are interpolated
at specific "nodal"
points required by the
code.
3 0 VINRD Number of radial stations
in grid.
4 0 VINAS Number of axial stations
in grid.
5 0 VIVRF Reference velocity, by
which local velocities
are normalized, same
units as VIRD, VIVV, and
VIAX.
6 0 VITIP Reference radius, by
which local radii are
normalized, same units as
VIRD and VIAX.
__--5
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I7 0 VICLL Centerline location. The
axial location of the
forward (or only) blade
pitch axis is assumed to
be 0. This value is sub-
tracted from the input
values of VIAX after in-
put so that the axial
location of the forward
(or only) blade center-
line will be at 0. Same
units as VIAX.
The following inputs are repeated for each of the axial
stations in the grid, (K=I,VINAS).
25 0 VIRD(I,K)
I=I,VINRD
Radial locations of ist
set of up-stream grid
up-stream grid points,
same units as VITIP.
25+ VIVV(I,K)
I=I,VINRD
25+ VIAX(I,K)
I=l, VINRD
Velocities at VIAX(I),
VIRD(I), I=I,VINRD same
units as VIVRF.
Axial locations of
VIVV(I), same units as
VITIP.
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W_PARM:
This command provides input parameters to the propeller wake
calculation procedure. This input is used in both the perfor-
mance calculations, and in the "Wake" calculation option. The
variables used for propeller efficiency and wake calculation are
listed below.
LOC. Default Variable Description
1 0 WAKBUG
6 1 YIPLOT
Debug option.
1 print WAKEPARM input
data.
0 do not print data.
Wake output.
1 is on
0 is off.
8 1 YNPSKN Skin friction drag.
1 : included,
0 : not included.
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25
751
0 YIPRT
0 YIVWK
ii YNORPE
.24, .35, YROUTP
.45, .55,
.65, .75,
.80, .85,
.90, .95,
.98
Output option:
0 : no output
1 : V,/V and Vx/V
2 : Fluctuating lift
The viscous wake shape is
described by 1 of 3 op-
tions:
0 : gauss pulse
1 : cosine squared
2 : cosine
No. of output radii.
Output radii, r/R_.
The following input locations may be ignored.
(2) .05 YK Spanwise integration mesh
size, fraction of radius.
(9) .0001 YTOL Fourier series sum con-
vergence tolerance.
(i0) 99 YMMI Max. no. of Fourier coef-
ficients to calculate,
max. of 99.
(12) .001 YTOLI Tolerance for high fre-
quency form of Fourier
coefficient.
(13) 0 YLASTM Last Fourier coefficient
for detailed output.
(16) 0.7 YZO Origin of special routine
for interpolation of cir-
culation curve.
(17) 0.5 YZNORM Circulation curve normal-
izing factor.
(18) 1.0 YAOPT 0 to not iterate on in-
duced angle.
29
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(21) 0 YMM2
3O
Turns on diagnostic print
for Fourier coefficient
up to YMM2 when YIPRT =
2.
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v The following inputs are required in addition to the above if
wakes are to be calculated. Output radii are divided into those
within the tip radius, YNOR, and those beyond the tip radius,
YNPX.
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LOC. Default Variable Description
4 0 YNOR
5 0 YNPX
50 0 YXNCS
51 0 YXMMU
52 0 YXMMV
53 0 YXMMW
351 ROUT
701 0 YARRY(I,K)
I=I,YXNCS
Number of output radii
which are less than or
equal to 1.0 (within tip
radius).
Number of output radii
which are greater than
1.0 (outside of tip).
No. of output axial loca-
tions, max of i0 at each
radius.
No. of Fourier coeffi-
cients used in calcula-
tion of chordwise wake
component.
No. of Fourier coeffi-
cients used in calcula-
tion of radial wake com-
ponent.
No. of Fourier coeffi-
cients used in calcula-
tion of downwash wake
component.
Output radii, fraction of
radius. There should be
YNOR+YNPX of these.
Output axial locations,
fraction of radius, for
ist output radius. There
should be YXNCS of these.
31
JIi 0 YARRY (I,K)
I=l, YXNCS
Output axial locations,
fraction of radius, for
second output radius.
There should be YXNCS of
these.
721 0 YARRY (I, K)
I=I,YXNCS
Output axial locations,
fraction of R_, for third
output radius.
There should be YXNCS of
these.
For K=I,YNOR+YNPX
The following input location may be ignored.
(54) 0.01 YFPHW Width of averaging func-
tion for wake calcula-
tions - X/R_.
_IRPARMS:
This command will input options which are used to obtain the 2-D
airfoil drag from built-in tables of lift and drag coefficients.
LOC. Default Variable Description
1 0 AIRBUG Debug Option, 1 to print
The following input locations may be ignored.
(2) 24 AIRNUM 2-D Airfoil data pack
number wanted for this
run.
Currently, only NACA 16
is available in this
code.
(3) 5 AIRTYP 0 : Isolated 2D airfoil
1 : Isolated 2D airfoil
w/cascade correction.
4 : Isolated 2D airfoil
w/sweep correction.
5 : Isolated 2D airfoil
w/sweep and cascade.
(13) 0 AIRCOR 0 : no drag correction
input
I : drag correction
input
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(15) 0 CDMLT 2D drag multiplier, used
if AIRCOR = i.
(17) 0 DCDT 2D drag increment, used
if AIRCOR = i.
CDMLT and DCDT are used to alter the drag of the stored airfoil
data. They may be used to simulate another airfoil, to account
for a rough airfoil or provide a better match with test efficien-
cy. The altered drag coefficient is computed as:
CD(_ _ = CD*CDMLT + DCDT
_z
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NOIZPARM:
This command will input the options which are used to control the
acoustic calculations.
NOTES:
LOC.
1
2
3
4
9
I0
11
31
B is number of blades, M is noise harmonic order
B * ZMMAX must be less than I001
MX is flight Mach number (may not be 0 for near-field
calculation)
Default Variable Description
0 ZNZDBG Debug option :
0 no print;
i print input parameters;
2 print file 50 input.
0 ZNFIND 0 for far-field theory
1 for near-field theory
1 ZMMAX Max noise harmonic order
group to calculate.
ALT Distance from prop axis
to observer, ft.
ZNX Number of axial directiv-
ities for noise calcula-
tions, 20 max.
1 ZXORXl Axial directivities are
1 : visual or
0 : retarded.
X1 Visual observer positions
along axis ( + ahead of
prop),ft. (calculated if
X is input).
or
X Retarded positions ob-
server, ft. (calculated
if Xl is input).
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59 1 ZIBLW 1 to add boundary layer
andwake displacement
thickness to blade thick-
ness monopole noise. 0
to omit (for comparison
with other predictions).
69 90. PHIF Azimuthal observer dir-
ectivity angle for un-
steady loading, degrees
to front rotor -- normally
use the default. PHIF
increases in the direc-
tion of rotation; zero
corresponds to the phase
reference position for
calculation of unsteady
air loads. Thus, the ob-
server position is speci-
fied relative to the un-
steady flow field refer-
ence.
70 90. PHIR Azimuthal observer direc-
tivity angle for unsteady
loading, degrees to rear
rotor. Important only
when BPFF = BPFR. Gives
the phase difference be-
tween rotors. PHIR in-
creases in the direction
of rotation; zero cor-
responds to the phase
reference position for
calculation of unsteady
air loads. Thus, the ob-
server position is speci-
fied relative to the un-
steady flow field refer-
ence.
The following input locations may be ignored.
(51) I0 ZJMINI With ZNJI, controls
chordwise integration
mesh.
(52) 8 ZNJI Number of chordwise
points = ZJMINI + M + B *
ZNJI, i001 max pts.
35
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(53) 10
(54)
(55) 6
(56) 1
(5_) 1
(58) 2
(60) o
(61) 0
(62) o
i0
(63) 0
(64) 0
(65) 10
(66) 10
(6V) 0
ZJMIN2
ZNJ2
ZIW
ZSTART
ZMINC
ZLHSOR
ZPRUNS
ZITRAP
ZNFOUT
ZKK
ZKXTND
ZKMIN
ZOMEGA
ZIPEXT
36
Used with ZNJ2, controls
spanwise integration
mesh.
Number of spanwise points
is JMAX (must be less
than 2001) which is cal-
culated as follows :
if ZNJ2 > O,
JMAX = ZJMIN2 +
M*B*ZNJ2;
if ZNJ2 < 0,
JMAX = ZJMIN2 - ZNJ2
if ZNJ2 = 0,
JMAX = ZJMIN2 + ZNJ2
points/phase cycle.
Output file number.
Start harmonic order.
Increment in harmonic
order.
Indicates what type of
unsteady flow:
1 = blade wakes;
2 = flowfield.
If not 0, print diagnos,
tic unsteady loading
noise table.
If not 0,
print.
max diagnostic
If not O, print harmonic
table to file number
ZNFOUT; allocate appro-
priately.
See note below.
See note below.
See note below.
See note below.
If not O, print load di-
agnostics.
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(68) 0 ZIPSIC If not 0, do "instant"
quadrupole noise calcula-
tion (not recommended).
(71) 1 ZNAIR Code for airfoil thick-
ness distribution (speci-
fy for all radial sta-
tions):
I = series 16
3 = series 64
5 = series 65
7 = biconvex parabolic
(analytic)
8 = 4 digit series
ZKK, ZKXTND, ZKMIN, and ZOMEGA
In the near-field option, the program evaluates a
Fourier transform numerically using rectangular
integration. The range for this frequency integra-
tion is I/(I+MX) to I/(I-MX), where MX is the flight
Mach number. The number of steps in the integration
range determines the trade-off between precision and
running time. The integrand is typically a fluctuat-
ing quantity whose rate of oscillation, dI/dw, is
computed by the program as a function of several
factors such as harmonic order, Mach number, and
observer position. To achieve uniform precision over
a range of conditions, the program determines the
number of points (ZKK) in the frequency integration
range from two input numbers: the first is the mini-
mum points in the range (ZKMIN) and the second is
the number of mesh points per oscillation of the
integrand (ZOMEGA). The number of integration points
is then ZKK = ZKMIN + ZOMEGA * dI/dw. Default val-
ues are ZKMIN = i0 and ZOMEGA = I0, which from nu-
merical tests give a reasonable compromise between
precision and running time. If the user wishes to
experiment, he can override either of the two de-
fault values.
Reducing the number of points will reduce running
time and storage requirements, but also reduce the
precision of the calculation. Determining the satis-
factory level of tradeoff between precision and
running time for other than the defaults is up to
the user.
L
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In some cases a significant contribution to the
noise can be caused by frequencies outside the range
of frequency integration noted above. To account for
this, ZKXTND points are included outside both the
upper and lower bounds of the integration. If ZKXTND
equals zero then it is automatically computed by the
program, otherwise the input value of ZKXTND is
used. However, ZKK + 2*ZKXTND must be less than 401.
If this is not true then the code will reduce ZMMAX
by one until this condition is met.
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IThis command inputs parameters for the control of the non-zero
harmonic terms in the calculation of the interference between the
front and rear rotors in counter-rotation cases. These are a
sub-set of the WAKEPARM parameters. Normally, these default
values should be used.
LOC Default Variable Description
The following locations are optional and may be ignored:
(I) 0.0 INTBUG Printout control: set to
1 to increase amount of
printout regarding inter-
rotor wake.
(2) 0.05 INTXK Spanwise integration mesh
size, fraction of R@.
(3) 0.7 INTZ0 Origin of special routine
for interpolation of cir-
culation curve.
(4) 0.5 INTZNM Circulation curve normal-
ization factor.
(5) 1.0 INTAPT 0 to not iterate on in-
duced angle.
(6) 1.0 INTVWK The viscous wake shape is
described by one of three
options:
0: Gaussian pulse
I: cosine squared pulse
2: cosine pulse
(7) 0.01 INTFPH Width of averaging func-
tion for wake calcula-
tion, in terms of R_.
(8) 1.0 INTSKN Skin friction drag.
i: included
2: not included
(9) 0.001 INTTOL Fourier series sum con-
vergence tolerance.
(i0) 0.0001 INTOLI Tolerance for high fre-
quency form of Fourier
series.
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(Ii)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
99.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
INTMMI
INTMMU
INTMMV
INTMMW
INTPLT
INTPRT
40
Maximum number of Fourier
coefficients to calcu-
late, limit of 99.
Number of Fourier coeffi-
cients used in calculat-
ing the chordwise compo-
nent of the wake.
Number of Fourier coeffi-
cients to be used in cal-
culating the radial por-
tion of the wake.
Number of Fourier coeffi-
cients to be used in cal-
culating the downwash
portion of the wake.
Wake output; 1 is on; 0
is off.
Output option.
0: no output
i: print V,/V and Vx/V
2: print fluctuating
lift.
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VORTPARM:
This command inputs the options which are available to control
the Vortex Flow Aerodynamic calculations. This command has two
sub-commands: FWD and AFT. Use VORTPARM(FWD ) to enter
parameters for the front rotor in a counter-rotation case. Use
VORTPARM(AFT )" to enter parameters for the rear rotor in
counter-rotation cases. Use VORTPARM, with no sub-commands, for
single rotation cases.
LOC. Default Variable Description
1 0 VTXDBG Debug option:
if = 0, input not
printed,
if = I, input printed.
2 1 DOLEAD If = i, then calculate
additional lift due to
leading edge vortex.
3 1 DOSIDE If = I, then calculate
additional lift or
radial force due to tip
edge flow.
4 l DOAUGL If = i, then calculate
additional lift due to
leading edge vortex
shed over aft portion of
blade at the tip
(augmented lift).
5 .97 ZAUGFF Radius at which augmented
lift acts, r/R_.
6 0 TIPLOR Indicates whether tip
edge flow results in ex-
tra lift (0) or radial
force (i).
TIPLOR is set by the user to determine the type of
edge flow.
0 for separated tip flow, where the tip vortex
gives extra flow at the tip.
1 for attached tip flow which produces a radial tip
edge force.
"The AFT and FWD subcommands are eight characters long.
trailing blanks are not required.
The
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gm
The following input locations may be ignored:
(7) 0 PRTPRF
(8-57) 0.2, VTXDLX
at all
radii.
i: print results on ev-
ery iteration.
0: do not print results
on every iteration
Chord-wise distance from
leading edge at which
vortex loads are assumed
to act, in terms of frac-
tion of local chord.
There is one value of
VTXDLX for each output
station in the spanwise
direction, specified as
ZNIS (location 950) in
the 2-D coordinate inputs
under blade geometry
(BLADEGEO section above).
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wA_ROEXEC(PRNTCASE):
This command(sub-command) will process all Of the input and
execute the code to the point where the Compressible Panel Method
prints the data it has received. The aerodynamic calculations
will not be performed. This is useful in verifying the input
before doing the actual aero calculations.
AEROEXECCEXECCASE):
This command(sub-command) will process all of the input and
execute the aerodynamic calculations.
NOIZEXEC(_XECCASE):
This command(sub-command) will execute the noise calculation
section of the code. This should be placed after the AEROEXEC
record.
WAKEEXEC{EXECCASE):
This command(sub-command) will execute the potential and viscous
wake calculations. This should be placed after the AEROEXEC or
NOIZEXEC record. This command should only be used with single
rotation operation of the code.
ENDCASE:
This command signifies the end of all commands for the current
case, and is required.
ENDJOB:
This command will terminate execution, and is required.
L
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V Output Description
This section presents a description of the output from the UCAP
program and includes output print from AEROEXEC (the panel code
performance calculation). The output from NOISEXEC (the noise
calculation) is described in Section VI.
The output of this program expands on the output of the UAAP
program (reference 3). The outputs of the blade geometry rou-
tines, the vortex routines, and the lifting surface (steady)
solution routines have changed due to the improvements in the
code: these changes are applicable to single and counter-
-rotation operation. Also, the program output has been expanded
due to the addition of counter-rotation; the outputs for stream-
line contraction, rotor-to-rotor interference velocities, and
rotor control point location are new.
The debug option, described under the various input section
commands, controls the scope of output. These options normally
have values of either 0.0 (the default), for minimal printout, or
1.0, yielding additional output. Most pages have a title fol-
lowed by the header information (entered via the HEADER command).
The header consists of a brief description of the page contents.
This includes, after the first colon, the subroutine name which
is doing the printing of this page, 2) the input command option
currently in effect, 3) the time and date at the start of the
run, and 4) the program/version identification.
Output Description when DEBUG = !
This output description follows the order shown in Section IV,
"input Description".
OUTPUT:
The output starts with an echo of the input data set, which is
discussed in the input description, and shown in Figure Ii.
RUNPARMS:
The debug option of i. will print the page shown in Figure 12,
which shows the input parameters, defined in the input section,
along with the location number and the input or defaulted value.
CRPPARMS:
The debug option of 1 will print the page shown in Figure 13,
which shows the parameters, defined in the input section, to be
used for counter-rotation. FWD->AFT HARM. and AFT->FWD HARM
specify the number of unsteady interference harmonics for the
front rotor upon the aft rotor and the aft rotor upon the front
rotor, respectively.
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A_RPARMS:
Figure 14 presents the additional output for debug = i. Again,
the parameters are defined in the input section. A few lines of
airfoil description are given, defining the airfoil selected,
used to determine profile drag.
BLADEGEO:
Setting DEBUG = i. in the BLADEGEO section of input yields an
additional page of input definition, given in Figure 15. The
sample shown in Figure 15 is for the forward rotor of a counter-
rotation Prop-Fan. The items output and the form of the output
is the same for either rotor of a counter-rotation Prop-Fan or
the rotor of a single rotation Prop-Fan, so samples for those
cases will not be included. Definitions of the parameters
follow:
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
DEBUG Debug option for additional printout.
BLADN Number of blades.
DIAMETER Propeller diameter, feet.
SCO Inner-most blade station at 50% chord.
SWEEP TYPE Defined in input as SWPOPT.
DESIGN ANGLE Defined in input as THTDES.
RUNNING ANGLE Defined in input as THTCUT.
TYPE CUT Defined in input as ZKCUT.
X Station radius/blade tip radius (R_).
T/B Blade thickness/blade chord.
B/D Blade chord/propeller diameter.
CAMBER Design lift coefficient.
DELTA THETA Blade twist, from plane of rotation, de-
grees.
XSWP Defined in input.
YSWP Defined in input.
ZSWP Defined in input.
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AIRFOIL TYPE
NO. OF % CHORD
LIST OF % CHORD
NO. OUT STATIONS
LIST - STATIONS
Defined in input as BAFL.
Defined in input as ZNPCOV.
Defined in input as PCTCHD.
Defined in input as ZNIS.
Defined in input as ZBLDST.
LSTPARMS :
Selecting the debug option, LSTBUG = i, will print additional
input definition as shown in Figure 16, which lists the available
input options, their location number and the selected or default-
ed values. Refer to the input description for more detail on
input items. This is repeated for both rotors of a counter-
rotation Prop-Fan.
NOIZPARM:
The debug option of 1 will print the page shown in Figure 17,
which shows the input parameters, defined in the input section.
VE_GRADS:
The debug option of I will result in the printout shown in Figure
18. Note that this input is not from the same test case as most
of the other output sections and the positions and velocities are
not normalized.
VORTPARM:
The debug option of 1 will print the page shown in Figure 19,
which shows the input parameters, defined in the input section.
The form of the VORTPARM output is identical for both the front
and rear rotor in counter-rotation cases. Values of "X FOR LEV
ACTION" are the chordwise positions (VTXDLX) at which the vortex
loads act (see inputs).
WAKEPARM:
For counter-rotation operation, no items should be entered under
the WAKEPARMS command: this description is superfluous. For
single rotation, the printout in Figure 20 will be obtained. The
input parameters are defined in the input section.
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If the debug parameter for INTERPRM is set to i, the output in
Figure 21 results. The input parameters are defined in the input
section. The following table relates the input and output
designations.
OUTPUT _ CORRESPQNDING INPUT ITEM
Debug Switch INTBUG
K INTXK
Z0 INTZ0
ZNORM INTZNM
AOPT INTAPT
IVWK INTVWK
FPHW INTFPH
NPSKN INTSKN
TOL INTTOL
TOLI INTOLI
MMI INTMMI
IPLOT INTPLT
IPRT INTPRT
w
w
L_
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IAerodynamic Output
AEROEXEC: .........
Figures 22 through 28 show the printout when LSTPARMS and
CRPPARMS debug variables are set to one. Figure 22 shows the
output for the GETXMB routine, which calculates the locations of
the control points on each rotor relative to the other. This
routine prints out seven blocks of information: some general
propeller information, the geometry information for the forward
rotor, the location of the forward rotor control points relative
to the rear rotor, the forward rotor leading edge sweep informa-
tion, the geometry for the rear rotor, the location of the rear
rotor control points relative to the forward rotor, and the rear
rotor leading edge sweep information.
Figure 23 shows the blade description. MCA and FA are shown in
Figure 24. These describe the location, in space, of the mid
chord line of the blade.
Figure 25 shows the locations of the front row control points
relative to the pitch change axis of the rear rotor. DELTA PHI
is the angle measured from the helicoidal surface to the control
point. XMBAR is the distance, parallel to the axis of rotation,
from the pitch change axis to the control point. MBAR is the
control point number at a given radius. MU is the control point
number counting from the forward control point at the root to the
aft-most at the tip.
Figure 26 is the list of forward rotor inner and outer wake
points. The inner wake points are those within a circular
cylinder defined by the tips of the rear rotor. Outer wake
points would be outside this cylinder.
Figure 27 is output of the LESWP routine, which calculates
leading edge sweep. The sweep angle is shown in degrees at the
stations specified by ZNIS and ZBLDST in the BLADEGEO inputs.
Figure 28 is the list of rear rotor inner and outer wake points.
The inner wake points are those within a circular cylinder
defined by the tips of the forward rotor. Outer wake points
would be outside this cylinder.
Figure 29 shows the re-mapping of each rotor's control points,
relative to the other rotor assuming the upstream influence
follows streamlines. Since no data were entered under VELGRADS
in this case, the default number of 5 streamlines (4 streamtubes)
is used, the streamlines are concentric cylinders and the re-
mapping does not move anything. Note that the first control
radius is below the spinner cut-off, and therefore outside the
inner streamtube (thus has the null streamtube 0 assigned to it),
and that the outer 4 control radii are all contained in the outer
streamtube (streamtube 4).
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Figure 30 shows the information passed to the lifting surface
solver (F271). This is:
pARAMETER
TEMP, DEGF
RHO/RHO STD
SPEED OF SOUND
ADVANCE RATIO
FLIGHT MACH NO.
FLIGHT SPD KTS
RPM
TIP HEL. MACH
START BLENDING
DIAMETER
NO. BLADES
NO. INPT STA.
FREQ. OF UNST.
NO. NODAL DIA.
K - DOWN
K - START
INPUT STATIONS
B/D
TOTAL TWIST
MCA/D
DESCRIPTION
Ambient temperature, °F
Ambient density/standard density
Ambient speed of sound, fps
V/nD, where V is flight velocity, in fps,
n is propeller rotation rate in revolu-
tions/second, and D is diameter, in feet.
Flight Mach number
Flight velocity, knots (nautical miles per
hour)
Propeller rate of rotation, rpm
Mach number based on resultant of flight
and tip speeds.
Defined in LSTPARMS input as QMBLEN
Propeller diameter, feet
Number of blades
Number of input stations
Defined in LSTPARMS input as QQ
Defined in LSTPARMS input as QK
Defined in LSTPARMS input as QKDOWN
Defined in LSTPARMS input as QKSTART
Blade radial station/blade tip radius
Blade chord/propeller diameter
Operating twist from plane of rotation,
degrees
Distance from pitch change axis to blade
mid-chord point along the helix/propeller
diameter, see Figure 24. This and FA/D
w
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m(next item) are functions of blade geome-
try and advance ratio.
FA/D Perpendicular distance from helix to the
intersection of the blade mid-chord and
mid-camber point/diameter, see Figure 24.
T/B Maximum blade thickness/blade chord
CLD Blade design lift coefficient
SWEEP Sweep angle between mid-chord line and
resultant inflow velocity
LST CAMBER TABLE:
Another output table is shown in Figure 31. This is a table of
the blade camber angle, measured from the plane of rotation as a
function of local blade radius (normalized by tip radius) and
fraction of the local chord.
ANS0:
Figure 32 gives the initial output from subroutine ANSO. This
includes the contributors to the velocity triangle at each radial
station and each control point. There are eleven columns; they
are describe below.
Parameter
I,MBAR, MU
R/R
TH+CAMB
Description
Indexing information. I is
station number, counting from
root; MBAR is control point
number, counting from leading
edge of blade. MU is control
point index, counting from lea-
ding edge to trailing edge,
from root to tip.
Radial location of station in
terms of R/R_.
Angle from plane of rotation to
camber surface of the blade at
this location, measured in
degrees.
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THICKNESS
V-AXIAL
V-SWIRL
PI*X/J
CENTER BODY
WMU
W_, thickness vector or the
contribution to turning due to
airfoil thickness, measured in
degrees. In this case the W T
could not be calculated due to
numerical problems on the IBM
3090. Typically the magnitude
of this is less than 2°.
Axial component of the local
change in velocity, AV/Vo, due
to induced flow and the pres-
ence of another rotor. This
will be zero for the first pass
for the forward rotor.
Tangential component of the
local change in velocity,
AV/Vo, due to induced flow and
the presence of another rotor.
This will be zero for the first
pass through the forward rotor.
_.(r/R_)/J, the tangent of the
advance angle at each radial
station.
The local change in velocity
due to the presence of the cen-
ter body; this is from the
velocity field which has been
entered via the VELGRADS com-
mand. This is zero as no ve-
locities were entered via the
VELGRADS command.
Turning required to ensure the
flow is tangent to the camber
surface.
Also printed here is the coefficient of sound power, which is:
acoustic power loss/(density* (rev/unit time) 3, (diam) 5)
PERFORMANCE RESULTS:
Figure 33 shows the performance results for the individual rotor:
C_ =P/pn3D 5
Ct =T/pn2D 4
Efficiency = J(C,/Cv)
w
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Iwhere n is rotor rotational speed
D is diameter
p is fluid density
P is power
T is thrust
The units of n, D, and p, P, and T must be consistent.
Included are potential loads plus profile drag losses and the
various non-linear lift terms which may result from leading edge
sweep.
VORTEX CALC. z
Figures 34 through 38 show the vortex calculation outputs.
Figure 34 shows the operating conditions. Figure 35 shows the
angle of attack (A.O.A) at the leading edge, three dimensional
angle, (ALPHA 3-D), induced angle, advance angle, and blade
angle. Figure 36 shows the coefficients from the potential
calculations. CDPOT does not include leading edge thrust. L.E.
K, MAG is the leading edge suction force coefficient. This is
calculated within the i lfting surface portion of the code. It is
used to calculate the leading edge force coefficient. Figure 37
shows the lift and drag coefficients which result from the vortex
calculations. The incremental lift and drag coefficients illus-
trate the relative magnitude of the vortex components. Note that
the tip edge vortex can cause lift (separated flow) or radial
forces (attached flow). The terms "TIP VORTEX" and "SE VORTEX"
(side edge) are used interchangeably. Figure 38 shows the
elemental performance. MODOPT and NBOPT are LSTPARMS inputs and
are explained in the LSTPARMS input section.
RESULTS:
Figure 39 shows the performance of each individual rotor. CP is
the standard propeller power coefficient, CP=P/(pn3DS). CT is the
standard propeller thrust coefficient, CT=T/(pn2D4). This infor-
mation is repeated for each pass through each rotor.
INTFRS:
Figure 40 shows the velocities calculated as a result of the
steady interference between rotors. The first section is a
tabulation of the change in axial velocity due to the center body
(VX-BODY), which is zero for this case as no velocities were
entered with the VELGRADS command, and the rotor's induced
velocity. VX-POT is the change in axial velocity, _V./V o due to
potential flow. VX-2DARY is the increment due to non-potential
loading, e.g., vortex flow. The second section shows the veloc-
ity increment due to rotor loading at the rear rotor control
points.
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PRTPRF:
Figure 41 shows the performance summary at One of the intermedi-
ate steps. In part A of this Figure the performance without the
vortex loading is shown, in part B the performance with the
vortex loading. Both parts are divided into two sections: a
coefficient section and a ratio section. In the coefficient
section, the power, thrust, and torque coefficient and the ef-
ficiency are shown. The last coefficient, ROLLING MOMENT, is
defined as
C_= (Q_d-Qm) (P n2DS)
where Q_d and Qm are the forward and rear rotor torque, respec-
tively. All coefficients in the "TOTAL" column are based on the
diameter and rotation rate of the forward rotor, hence FWD + AFT
do not equal TOTAL. The ratio section has the ratio of tip
speed, diameter, and angular speed of the aft rotor to the
forward rotor. Also given are ratios of area, power, thrust, and
torque for forward rotor to total, aft rotor to total, and aft
rotor to forward rotor.
ADJUST:
Figure 42 shows the output of the routine which performs stream-
line adjustment. The first section shows the axial velocities at
each control point. The second section shows the flow rates
through each stream tube. The third section shows the new
boundaries to the stream tubes after continuity is enforced.
CP_P:
Figure 43 shows the re-location of the control points which are
used for calculation of the flow induced by the rear rotor on the
forward rotor.
CPMAP:
Figure 44 shows the relocation of the control points which are
used for the calculation of the wake flow from the front rotor
upon the rear rotor.
The output produced for each iteration is not included here;
there is about 26 pages of printout per iteration with the DEBUG
variable set to 1 in all input sections. Due to volume, they are
not included here.
PROPELLER EFFICIENCY pROGRAM:
Figure 45 and 46 present the rotor-to-rotor interference field
calculated by the near wake module. The information in Figure 45
is the steady calculation. At each station, there are two sets
of data. The first is a single line with:
STATION Station number, (i = innermost) radial
location in terms of R_ of radius gener-
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IPHI
ating influence field (here, the forward
rotor)
Advance angle, degrees
SIGMA1
SIGMA2
SIGMAI/SIGMA2
Internally calculated values used in
calculations of wake velocities which
depend on radius and operating condition
TWIST Angle between chordline and plane of rota-
tion
Next there are ten lines (One line for each of QNCP points at
each radius)
MBAR
XMBAR
Chord-wise control point number
Axial distance from pitch change axis,
normalized by tip radius of rotor generat-
ing influence field
WMU
(STEADY)
Perturbation angle produced by field
DOWN WASH Down wash component of WMU
CHORDWISE Chord-wise component of WMU
VISCOUS
WAKE
Portion of WMU produced by the viscous
deficit caused by profile drag of the
front rotor
AXIAL Axial component of WMU
SWIRL Swirl component of WMU
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Figure 46 shows a sample printout for the higher harmonic portion
of the rotor-to-rotor interference field.
The first five lines show:
Direction of interference
Harmonic of blade pass frequency, m
Number of blades, B
Harmonic of shaft frequency, described in Section IV, "Input
Description", under LSTPARMS as QK, and calculated as:
Kfret=m*Bm
Km=m *Br,_t
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Q-order, described in Section IV, "Input Description", under
LSTPARMS as QQ, and calculated as:
Q_r_,=Kf,_,- (i+ (nrf_t/nm))
Qm=K., - (i+ (nm/n,_t))
K and Q are calculated for the rotor receiving the interference.
Next, is one line for information for items which are constant at
a given radius:
STATION Station number and distance from center of
rotation normalized by R_.
WAKEPNT This is the normalized contracted radius
for this station.
PHI Advance Angle, degrees.
SIGMA1,
SIGMA2,
SIGMAI/SIGMA2
Internally calculated values used for cal-
culations in the wake. These depend on
radius and operating condition.
TWIST Angle between chordline and plane of rota-
tion, degrees.
After the line for each radius, there is one line for each
chordwise point (QNCP):
MBAR, MU Indexing information.
XMBAR Distance from pitch change axis of rotor
generating interference field.
DPHI Angle from helicoidal surface to control
point, degrees.
WMU Unsteady loading downwash vector. This is
the QWMU value described under LSTPARMS in
Section IV, "Input Description".
DOWNWASH Component of WMU normal to camber line of
blade at this radial station.
CHORDWISE Component of WMU tangent to chordline at
this radial station.
VISCOUS
WAKE
Component of WMU due to viscous wake.
7
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VX. Noise Outputs
NOZOUT:
The first page of the noise program output (see Figure 47)
summarizes the observer positions selected by the user. The
first few lines repeat the header information. Then, the computer
time used is presented. Then, the observer locations selected by
the user are printed. First, the sideline distance for the front
(or single) and/or rear rotors is printed. Then, for the front
rotor, the retarded axial positions, the visual axial positions,
and the corresponding retarded and visual radiation angles are
printed. The relationships between the visual and retarded
distances and angles are also shown in Figure 47. Finally, the
front rotor azimuthal observer angle is printed.
The rear rotor is offset axially from the front rotor by a
fraction of the front rotor radius. This fraction is printed, and
the corresponding retarded and visual axial positions and radia-
tion angles are printed. Listing of the rear rotor azimuthal
observer position completes the observer geometry printout in
figure 47.
The local ambient conditions are then listed, giving the tempera-
ture, ambient pressure normalized by sea level standard, and
local speed of sound.
On the next page, in Figure 48, the front and rear rotor operat-
ing conditions are printed. FLIGHT MACH NUMBER is the free-
stream Mach number. TIP ROTATIONAL MACH is the tip speed
divided by the speed of sound. TIP RELATIVE MACH NUMBER is the
resultant of the flight and tip rotational Mach numbers. MT/MX
is the ratio of tip Mach number to flight Mach number. BPF is
the blade passing frequency, measured in Hertz. The
FOOT DIAMETER is tip diameter, in feet, of the rotor.
On the next page (Figure 49) is a header indicating the beginning
of the noise calculation results. Following the header is a
summary of the noise calculation results for the first directiv-
ity. This type of page is repeated for as many directivities as
were requested by the user. The X POSITION ANGLE for visual and
retarded axial position and angles for front and rear rotor is
shown. Then, for each possible noise radiation frequency, a
summary of the noise radiated by the front and rear rotors is
given. The M COUNTER and K COUNTER are given for the front rotor.
Thus, K COUNTER = 0 corresponds to steady loading, and the steady
sources are also printed. The roles of the M COUNTER and
K COUNTER are reversed for the rear rotor, so M COUNTER = 0
corresponds to steady loading for the rear rotor. Results are
presented for each harmonic up to MMAX, and then a new page (not
shown) presents results for the next axial observer location.
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RFinally, a summary of the total noise at each frequency is pre-
sented in Figure 50. The header information is followed by a
listing of the observer coordinates. The computed radiation
frequency and the total combined noise for the front and rear
rotors are presented at each frequency. This output format is
repeated for all requested directivities and harmonics.
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VII. Program Installation
UCAP is written in FORTRAN-77, mostly adhering to ANSI X3.9-1978,
with the common additions of the double precision complex
(complex*16) data type and the IMAG intrinsic function. UCAP
requires the IMSL Libraries, version I.i (formerly IMSL i0),
mostly for FFT's, Bessel functions, and matrix inversions. The
IMSL Libraries are copyrighted; they are not supplied with UCAP.
A list of the routines directly called from UCAP is provided in
Table II.
The target operating environments for this program are the Cray
series of super-computers. This program was developed on an IBM
3090 running MVS/XA and a Sun workstation running Sun's version
of UNIX. Based on experience with the interim (Task 2) version
of UCAP and with UAAP, this program is expected to be operated on
the Cray with double precision turned off (by a compiler option)
and with the single precision version of the IMSL routines. Many
complex numbers are operated on within UCAP; Table III presents
a list of subprograms where AIMAG or IMAG is used. In the IBM and
Sun dialects of FORTRAN-77, the IMAG intrinsic function is
required when operating on complex*16 data. This is replaced by
AIMAG for Cray FORTRAN, which does not support the complex*16
data type. Because of the different IMSL calls and the need to
use AIMAG, directives for cpp (the C pre-processor, a utility
supported by UNICOS and most UNIX systems) were included into the
distribution source code to select single precision IMSL calls
and AIMAG on Cray systems versus double precision IMSL calls and
IMAG on other systems.
On Cray systems running UNICOS, selection of single/double
precision IMSL subroutine calls and IMAG/AIMAG intrinsic function
use would be done by compiling with:
cf77 -DCRAY -c -dp ucap. F
if the FORTRAN compiler supports the C pre-processor or
cpp -DCRAY ucap. F > ucap.f
cf77 -dp -c ucap.f
where the FORTRAN compiler does not.
On Cray systems, segldr would then be used to link the resulting
object code (ucap.o) with the IMSL Libraries in order to produce
an executable copy of the program.
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VIII. File Requirements
UCAP requires several files for input, output, and data transfer.
The input data file (number 5), and the input data files for the
noise routines (numbers 49 and 50) are fixed record length files.
These must have a minimum of 80 characters per record, excluding
the new line or carriage return used to terminate lines in the
UNIX system; these will have to be padded with blanks. The
input data files for the noise routines generated by UCAP are
properly formed for program operation.
File Number File Contents
5 Input Data
6 Printed Output
File Remarks
Fixed record length, with a
minimum of 80 characters per
record. A typical input file
will contain about 400 lines
(32,000 bytes).
Standard FORTRAN printed out-
put: up to 133 characters per
record, with the first charac-
ter reserved for carriage
control. This will be about
I0000 lines.
The following files are generated by the program:
ii Copy of Input
Data
4O
41
Fixed record length, 80 char-
acters per record. This is a
"scratch" file which need not
be retained after program
execution. This will be the
same size as file used for
unit number 5.
Internal Storage "Scratch" file for internal
use. This must be about eight
million bytes (one million
Cray words).
Internal Storage "Scratch" file for internal
use. This must be about eight
million bytes (one million
Cray words).
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49
5O
51
52
AFTTHV
FWDTHV
SRPTHV
Aft Rotor Input
Data for Noise
Routines
Forward Rotor
Input Data for
Noise Routines.
Internal Storage
Internal Storage
Aft Rotor Thick-
ness Vector
Forward Rotor
Thickness Vector
Single Rotor
Thickness Vector
Fixed record length, 80 char-
acters per record. This will
be about 400 lines for the
steady and 200 additional
lines for each harmonic speci-
fied in CRPPARMS.
Fixed record length, 80 char-
acters per record. This will
be about 400 lines for the
steady and 200 additional
lines for each harmonic speci-
fied in CRPPARMS.
"Scratch" file for internal
use. This must be about eight
million bytes (one million
Cray words).
"Scratch" file for internal
use. This must be about eight
million bytes (one million
Cray words).
Unformatted, i.e., written
without FORTRAN format con-
trol. These may be saved for
later use. Size is about 800
bytes (I00 Cray words).
Due to the necessity of generating numerous influence coefficient
matrices, UCAP uses the FORTRAN OPEN statement to assign file
names at run time, when running counter-rotation. Any influence
coefficient matrix file may be retained for use in later program
runs. However for counter-rotation the program must re-generate
all influence coefficient matrices for a given rotor if any new
influence coefficient matrix is required for that rotor.
File Name File Contents File Remarks
SRPO00 Single rotation influence
coefficient matrix. This
is used for steady and
unsteady matrices.
Unformatted. Ap-
proximately 20,000
Cray words (160,000
bytes).
AFTO00
FWD000
Counter-rotation steady
influence coefficient
matrices, for the aft or
forward rotor.
Unformatted. Ap-
proximately 20,000
Cray words (160,000
bytes) each.
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AFT001 through
AFTOnn
FWD001 through
FWD0nn
Counter-rotation unsteady
influence coefficient
matrices, for the aft
rotor. The trailing
number (0nn) is incre-
mented by one for each
unsteady matrix required
for the number of inter-
action orders (forward to
rear rotor) specified in
CRPPARMS.
Counter-rotation unsteady
influence coefficient
matrices, for the forward
rotor. The trailing
number (0nn) is incre-
mented by one for each
unsteady matrix required
for the number of inter-
action orders (forward to
rear rotor) specified in
CRPPARMS.
Unformatted. Each
is approximately
20,000 Cray words
(160,000 bytes)
each.
Unformatted. Each
is approximately
20,000 Cray words
(160,000 bytes)
each.
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iIX. Error Messages
This section contains a description of the printed error
messages, along with possible causes and remedies in alphabetized
order.
"AIRFOIL NO. = ... OFF AIRFOIL DATA AND IOFF ..."
The program obtains profile drag from airfoil data
tables as a function of lift, mach number, airfoil
thickness ratio, and airfoil chord. This message
indicates one or more of the above parameters ex-
ceeded the limits of the stored data.
Recommendation : check the output for reasonable
values of drag coefficients. Use AIRPARMS inputs
CDMULT and DCD to correct unreasonable values.
"AIRFOIL ... OFF AIRFOIL DATA "
Same as above.
"BDSO ... II
There are a number of errors, generally resulting in
program termination, which are associated with the
blade geometry generator; these messages are pref-
aced with BDS0. They arise because the blade surface
generated from user input in BLADEGEO was not suffi-
cient to allow intersection with the output stations
(conical surfaces) specified in BLADEGEO variable
ZBLDST.
Solution: The problem can usually be avoided (with
only a slight loss in program accuracy) by setting
THTDES = THTCUT in BLADEGEO, and assuring that X(1)
< ZBLDST(1) and X(10) > ZBLDST(ZNIS) in BLADEGEO
input.
"*** CONTROL POINT STATIONS NOT WITHIN ..."
The radial difference between control points, QZAR
in LSTPARMS, and ZBLDST in BLADEGEO > .02 .
Solution : Change the either QZAR or ZBLDST input
values.
"FAILED TO CONVERGE ON CL ..."
An iteration failed when trying to obtain the pro-
file drag data from the airfoil tables.
Reco_endation : check the output for reasonable
values of drag coefficients. Use AIRPARMS inputs
CDMULT and DCD to correct unreasonable values.
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"FOR OUTPUT POINT NUMBER ..."
Interpolation of the flowfield from VELGRADS is
performed in two ways : radial first, axial second,
and then axial first, radial second. Usually these
interpolations yield the same value of velocity at a
fixed radial and axial location. However, for this
point the difference in interpolations exceeded 1%.
Probable cause : the flowfield is not smooth in
either or both the radial and axial directions.
"FOR OUTPUT POINT NUMBER ... THE AXIAL ..."
The axial extent of coordinates input into VELGRADS
was not sufficient to allow interpolation of the
flowfield at either the blade leading or trailing
edge.
Solution: add more points to the flowfield input in
VELGRADS in the axial direction.
"FOR OUTPUT POINT NUMBER ... THE RADIAL ..."
The radial extent of coordinates input into VELGRADS
was not sufficient to allow interpolation of the
flowfield at either the blade root or tip.
Solution : add more points to the flowfield input in
VELGRADS in the radial direction.
"INVALID INPUT CHARACTER ..."
The load routine has found a character in column 1
which is not an "L","C","E", or blank.
Possible causes : "END" record omitted; numeric data
in column i.
"THE INPUT CONTAINS AN UNKNOWN COMMAND ... "
A COMMAND was expected at this point in the input,
however, the 8 printed characters do not represent a
recognizable command.
Possible causes : misspelled command; no "END" re-
cord in load format, incorrect case (use UPPER CASE
only); COMMAND didn't start in column i.
"THE INPUT CONTAINS AN UNKNOWN SUBCOMMAND.."
A sub-command was found which didn't match the ac-
ceptable sub-commands.
Possible causes : incorrect spelling; incorrect
placement of parenthesis.
"THE NUMBER OF HEADER CARDS .... "
More than i0 header records were encountered during
processing of the HEADER command.
Possible causes : more than i0 records following the
HEADER command; no "END" record after the last head-
er record.
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"VISIXI DIMENSIONED 20X20 ..."
The flowfield input in VELGRADS was too large; the
maximum number of coordinates in the axial or radial
direction is 20.
Solution : reduce the number VINRD and/or VINAS to
20.
"***** MM2 AND MM3 MUST BE LESS THAN i00 ..."
See QMM2 and QMM3 limits in LSTPARMS.
"***** NBOPT MUST BE 1 OR 2 ..."
See QNBOPT limits in LSTPARMS.
"***** NCP GREATER THAN MAX NCP ..."
See QNCN limits in LSTPARMS.
"***** NIS GREATER THAN MAX NIS ... "
See ZNIS limits in BLADEGEO.
"** NOIZEXEC CALLED WITH KEYWORD .._"
An unrecognizable sub-command was found. The sub-
command must be "EXECCASE".
"***** NSM GREATER THAN MAX NSM ... "
See QNSM limits in LSTPARMS.
"***** NSM * NCP GREATER THAN ..."
Ensure that QNSM * QNCP < i000 in LSTPARMS.
"*** NUMBER OF NODAL DIAMETERS (K) MUST ..."
If QQ = 0 then QK must equal zero in the LSTPARMS
input.
"***** NX GREATER THAN ..."
See ZNPCOV limits in BLADEGEO.
"**** THE DATA FOR THIS RUN & THE DATA ..."
A label is attached to the "K-INVERSE" matrix de-
scribing the parameters used to create it. The cur-
rent value of the input variable listed below the
error message does not agree with that in the at-
tached label.
Cause : This generally arises because a "K-INVERSE"
matrix from a previous run was used as input to this
run (see QPARTI in LSTPARMS) and the data used to
generate that matrix is different than that being
used to run the current case.
"*** THE NO. OF DIRECTIVITY POINTS ..."
See ZNX limits in NOIZPARM.
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"*** THE NO. OF HARMONICS IS GREATER ..."
See ZMMAX limits in NOIZPARM.
"*** THE NO. OF HARMONICS IS GREATER THAN ALLOWED 150"
"*** THE NO. OF HARMONICS X THE NO. OF BLADES IS LIMITED TO
i000"
"*** THE NO. OF RADIAL INTEGRATION POINTS IS LIMITED TO 2000"
"*** THE NO. OF DIRECTIVITY POINTS IS LIMITED TO 20"
Cause - input values larger than permissible
Solution - correct input
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Appendix A
Example QWMU Generating Program and Modified Block Data CRPBLK
This section has the listing (Figure 51) for a small, stand alone
program, QWMUGEN, which will generate the unsteady downwash
vector, QWMU, described under LSTPARMS (locations 351 to 550) in
the section of this manual describing the inputs.
This program will generate the QWMU vector for sinusoidal gust
described in Reference i, pp 88-90. It requires these inputs:
J, advance ratio
NCP, number of chordwise panels (LSTPARMS, location 2)
NSM, number of spanwise modes (LSTPARMS, location 4)
QZAR, spanwise locations of control point radii (LSTPARMS,
locations
BD, blade chord/diameter at the QZAR points
QQ, order of unsteady loading harmonic (LSTPARMS, location 21)
WZERO, peak amplitude of gust velocity divided by rotor tip speed
This program will print the elements of the QWMU vector, in a
form suitable for use in the LSTPARMS section of the input.
The second listing (Figure 52) is the block data, CRPBLK, in
which the default values for the items described under the
CRPPARMS input section are set. This listing has the default
value of CRPTOL (CRPPARMS, location 5) set to 0.01. The default
values of the other variables can also be set to different values
here.
w
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Common Block
Name
airalz
aircdf
aircdm
Table I
Common block locations
Size in bytes
2364
312
392
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subprogram {type}
airbk3 {block data}
air24 {subroutine}
airdrg {subroutine}
airflx {subroutine}
airoff {subroutine}
airp02 {subroutine}
casarf {subroutine}
drag24 {subroutine}
isoafl {subroutine}
isoarf {subroutine}
lift24 {subroutine}
swparf {subroutine}
zeroal {subroutine}
airbk2 {block data}
air24 {subroutine}}
airdrg {subroutine}
airflx {subroutine}
airoff {subroutine}
airp02 {subroutine}
casarf {subroutine}
drag24 {subroutine}
isoafl {subroutine}
isoarf {subroutine}
lift24 {subroutine}
swparf {subroutine}
zeroal {subroutine}
airbk3 {block data}
air24 {subroutine}
airdrg {subroutine}
airflx {subroutine}
airoff {subroutine}
airp02 {subroutine}
casarf {subroutine}
drag24 {subroutine}
isoafl {subroutine}
isoarf {subroutine}
lift24 {subroutine}
swparf {subroutine}
zeroal {subroutine}
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airdat
airpOl
bdscOl
bdsc02
bdsc03
besar
besdel
bldgOl
bldg02
Table
4000
400
644
8
3628
6400000
8
4000
8000
I (continued)
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air24
airdgr
airflx
airoff
airp02
casarf
drag24
isoafl
isoarf
lift24
swparf
zeroal
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
{subroutine}
airbkl {block data}
airdrg {subroutine}
airprm {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
bdsOl8 {subroutine}
bldbk3 {block data}
bdsOl8 {subroutine}
bdsOl4 {subroutine}
bldbk4 {block data}
bessav {subroutine}
bsint {subroutine}
bsjint {subroutine}
bsyint {subroutine}
bessav {subroutine}
bsint {subroutine}
bsjint {subroutine}
bsyint {subroutine}
bldbk {block data}
bldctl {subroutine}
bldgil {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
L--
ii
bldg03
bldgc3
bldgeo
bldgxo
com002
crpp01
crpsrl
crpsr2
Table I (continued)
60800
121600
24000
48000
72
36
24
bldct3 {subroutine}
bldgi3 {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
store {subroutine}
bldbk2 {block data}
bldctl {subroutine}
bldct3 {subroutine}
bldgil {subroutine}
bldgi2 {subroutine}
bldgi3 {subroutine}
bldgpl {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
mcafa {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
ggs011 {subroutine}
ggsl07 {subroutine}
crpblk {block data}
crpprm {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
istvvc {subroutine}
newpgl {subroutine}
nrk001 {subroutine}
retrev {function}
wak001 {subroutine}
velgrd {subroutine}
velgrd {subroutine}
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headr2
hsqspl
intp01
kclsav
Table I (continued)
32
728
4
4424
64
40
71
airprm {subroutine}
bldgem {subroutine}
bldgil {subroutine}
bldgi2 {subroutine}
bldgi3 {subroutine}
bldgpl {subroutine}
hdrbkl {block data}
header {subroutine}
inptrw {subroutine}
intfrl {subroutine}
intprm {subroutine}
istctl {subroutine}
istprm {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
MAIN {main routine}
newpgl {subroutine}
noisez {subroutine}
runprm {subroutine}
vtxprm {subroutine}
wak001 {subroutine}
wakprl {subroutine}
wakprm {subroutine]
hdrbk2 {block data}
header {subroutine}
istctl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
newpgl {subroutine}
hdrbk2 {block data}
header {subroutine}
istctl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
newpgl {subroutine}
istswl {subroutine}
noznhf {subroutine}
qsplin {subroutine}
vtxinp {subroutine}
intblk {block data}
intfrs {subroutine}
intfrl {subroutine}
istctl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
isoarf {subroutine}
istp01
istp02
istrOl
istr02
istsr2
istspr
nozdat
nozs16
output
provrs
rncp01
Table I (continued)
2800
5600
29800
4400
88OO
59600
632
6408
4
4
400
72
fetch {subroutine}
istbkl {block data}
istprm {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
airdrg {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
intrfl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
istvvc {subroutine}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
intfrl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
store {subroutine}
wakO01 {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
store {subroutine}
nozbkl {block data}
nozclc {subroutine}
nozprm {subroutine}
nozbk2 {block data}
nozffc {subroutine}
noznfc {subroutine}
bdsOl4 {subroutine}
idblk {block data}
istuns {subroutine}
newpgl {subroutine}
istctl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
mcafa {subroutine}
runblk {block data}
runprm {subroutine}
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Table I (continued}
I
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vliicl
vtxc02
vtxcom
wakp01
wakp02
wakrOl
waksp2
work
workl
4900
480
240
4000
8000
24000
48000
2119852
3200
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istctl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
velO02 {subroutine}
velbkl {block data}
velgrd {subroutine}
vttbin {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
vtxblk {block data}
vtxout {subroutine}
vtxprm {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
wakO01 {subroutine}
wakblk {block data}
wakprm {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
retrev {function}
store {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
intfrl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
store {subroutine}
wakO01 {subroutine}
wakprl {subroutine}
fetch {subroutine}
store {subroutine}
f271 {subroutine}
f271no {subroutine}
intfr3 {subroutine}
istctl {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
nrkO01 {subroutine}
wakO03 {subroutine}
f271 {subroutine}
lworksp
xindex
Table I (continued)
100000
12
f271no {subroutine}
istuns {subroutine}
MAIN {main routine}
bds014 {subroutine]
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Table II
Locations of IMSL routines used Within UCAP
IMSL Routine
bsi0
bsil
bsins
bsj 0
bsj 1
bsjns
bsk0
bskl
bskes
bsys
csint
csval
ctime
dtime
erfc
fftcb
iidex
iicsr
iwkin
lincg
linrg
tdate
Esed by
ik0, iksub0, stdiki, sum3, sum4, tik0
sum3
nozhnk, wake
iksub0
wingf
bessav, bsint, bsjint, nozffc, nozhnk, noznfc
ik0, iksub0, stdiki, sum3, sum4, tik0
sum3, wingf
nozhnk, wake
bessav, bsint, bsyint, iksub0, nozhnk, wingf
f001
f001, ffun
jobtim
MAIN, endjob
imnsub, imnsin
fftcx, fftcx0, fftcxn
fetch, retrev, store
fetch, retrev, store
MAIN
kmatrx
f271no, kmatr0
MAIN
u
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lTable III
Locations where AIMAG is used Within UCAP
ansnl
bds024
bound
fftcxn
iksub
iksubO
istctl
nozffc
noznj2
noznfc
noznj2
nozout
nozstt
nozunt
r4aray
wingf
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Vxpotl
Vtpotl
Vtsl
Vxsl
Vx21
Vbl
Vo
al.Z
etl
Wt
W_
Vt
al. Z
Vxpotl
Vts 1 =Vxs 1
_Vx21
=Vbl
Vo
AVxN0 due to potential loading of forward rotor.
Vt/Vo due to potential loading of forward rotor.
VtNo due to secondary (non-potential) loading of forward rotor.
AVxNo due to secondary (non-potential) loading of forward rotor.
AVx/V0 from rear rotor loading at forward rotor.
AVxNo due to presence of center body.
Freestream velocitY. Normalized freestream velocity is unity.
(_J1).(r/R1), where J is advance ratio, R1 is tip radius, r is local radius.
Advance angle, measured from plane of rotation.
Camber plus twist angle for each panel, measured from plane of rotation.
Turning due to blade thickness.
Turning required for boundary condition (no flow through the blade) to be met.
Change in axial velocity
Tangential (swirl) velocity
Figure 1 (part a) Forward Rotor Velocity Diagram
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AVx/Vo due to potential loading of rear rotor.
Vt/V o due to potential loading of rear rotor.
Vt/V o due to secondary (non-potential) loading of rear rotor.
tLVxN 0 due to secondary (non-potential) loading of rear rotor.
AVx/Vo from forward rotor loading at rear rotor.
Vx/Vo from forward rotor loading at rear rotor.
tLVx/Vo due to presence of center body.
Freestream velocity. Normalized freestream velocity is unity.
(_JJ2),(r/R2), where J is advance ratio, R 2 is tip radius, r is local radius.
Advance angle, measured from plane of rotation.
Camber plus twist angle for each panel, measured from plane of rotation.
Turning due to blade thickness.
Turning required for boundary condition (no flow through the blade) to be met.
Change in axial velocity
Tangential (swirl) velocity
Figure 1 (part b) Rear Rotor Velocity Diagram
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B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
Calculate axisymmetric streamlines. This is done off line.
Calculate, off line, streamline angles where streamlines cross blade
mid-chord line. These angles are measured from the axis of rotation.
Calculate table of camber plus twist angles, along conical surfaces
defined by streamline angles calculated in step B, for front and rear
rotors.
Calculate the location of the rear rotor control points in relation to
stream tubes defined by the axisymmetric streamlines.
Calculate forward (or single) rotor influence coefficient matrix. Store
for later use.
Calculate turning angle due to blade thickness for forward (or single)
rotor. Store for later use.
Calculate potential loading. L=[K]_XW, where [K] "D is influence coeffi-
cient matrix, and W is the turning angle required to satisfy the
boundary conditions.
Calculate induced velocity from potential loading using momentum theory.
calculate total loading, including vortex effects.
Calculate induced velocity from total loading, including vortex effects.
Calculate axial AV/V" and swirl, V_/V. at rear rotor mapping points,
calculated in step D, above. These velocities will be applied at the
rear rotor control points, as shown in Figure i.
Steps M through V are only applied in counter-rotation. For single rotation,
jump to step W.
M Calculate locations of forward rotor control points relative to annular
stream tubes defined by the axisymmetric streamlines.
N Calculate rear rotor influence coefficient matrix.
use.
Store it for later
p Calculate turning angle due to blade thickness.
Q Calculate potential loading, as in step G, above.
R Calculate induced velocity from potential loading, using momentum theory.
S Calculate total loading, including vortex effects.
T Calculate induced velocity field from total loading, including vortex
effects.
U Calculate axial AV/V. induced by rear rotor at forward rotor mapping
points, calculated in step M, above. Note there is no swirl ahead of a
rotor.
Calculate synthetic streamline radial locations in order to enforce
incompressible continuity, V.V=0.
Convergence monitor: converged if I Cp.l-Cp._,l is less than a limiting value
for both rotors.
X Noise module: acoustic analysis
Figure 2: Conceptual flow chart of UCAP
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S N_POI
S UV_NT
S ArRDRG
i A [ RFLX
7 I SOARF
8 ! SOJLFL
9 AIR24
A LZFT24
B LNF.AR1
A DRAG24
B LNF-AR 1
9 AZROFF
A AIR24
B LIFT24
C LN_AR |
B DRAG24
C LNEAR1
7 CASARF
8 ! SO_F
S ! SOAIrL
A AZR2_
B LIFT24
C LNF.AR I
B DRAG24
C LMEARI
A A IR(_F
B A[R2¢
C L ZFT24
D LME,tR1
¢ DRA024
D LNEAR1
8 $TARC
9 UNKMT
8 ZI_0AL
y I50ARF
A ISOAFL
B AER24
C L ]'FT24
g LNEAR 1
C DRAG24
D LN[A,R 1
| AZROFF
C AIR24
D LZF'T24
[ LNEARI
D DAAO24
E LNEAR 1
8 DZROAL
LINISAR
9 UNZ k'T
B CLFACT
9 UMIAR
? SMPARF
8 XSO_tF
9 | SOAFL
A AIR24
B L ZFT24
C LNEARI
B DRAG24
C LNEARI
A A_ROFF
m AIR2_I
C L [F"r24
D LMEAR 1
C D_AG24
D LNEAR !
!
m
mm
IB
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wJ_t
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w
mmr
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w
m4w
w
l
w
8
g
A
B
C
D
¢
O
II
C
D
E
D
E
A
9
A
B
C
0
E
D
E
C
D
E
F
E
F
$
A
A
A
8
6
6
7
7
6
4
S
6
i
S
5
4
4
4
4
4
d;
4
5
5
S
dl
5
5
4
4
5
5
S
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
e
8
7
8
7
8
7
7
S
6
i
6
6
7
6
i
7
8
9
4
B
A
|
A
$
8
I
8
8
8
g
7
6
7
8
$
8
8
8
CASARF
:SOARF
! SO_rL
A_R24
LIFT2¢
LNEARI
0RAn24
LNEAR [
AIROFF
AIR24
LIFT24
LNEAR;
DRAG2_
I.NEAR !
STARC
U_INT
ZEROAL
I$0ARF
] SOAFL
A;R2,;
LIFT24
LNEAR 1
DRAG24
bNEAR I
AIROF'F
AZR24
LIFT24
LNEAR 1
DRAG24
L NEAR 1
DZROAL
UNImAR
UNINT
CLFACT
UNBAR
LNEAR ]
NENPG|
AIRP02
PRNTIN
PRNTXX
PRNTXX
CgPSUB
BS IhlT
DBSJN$
DBSYS
DUNLIN
F271
JO_T|M
NEWPG !
PRNI"DP
PRhfTIN
DTA B L P
PRNTCD
EXIT
DL_LZN
BELAY
EXiT
DBSJNS
DBSY$
ItLEND
DUNLIN
IMILU
MUkiUAR
KHATRX
DUNLIN
AIK2
JoB'rIM
W_E
EXIT
DUNL ZN
DBSINS
DBSKES
IKCOHB
CI'IECK
IHNSUI
HAKESN
DUNLIN
SUM|
CHECK
SUM2
SUMS
IKI_MB
I I='KCNB
SUN4
IKCOHB
SUHS
IKCOMB
SUN6
INN.SIN
BOUND
S;'IWAK0
$H#aX
DUNLIN
IIEX'YV
EXIT
DEFZ0
MSL_
I HFF14S
IKSUB
IKNEW
8SJ ! HT
DBS JklS
BSY ;NT
DBSYS
JVNEW
JYCONB
IKSUBO
SPECIN
FFTcx
DFFTC_
R4ARAV
PLTFFT
INILU
CHECX
WINGIN
WING, f
DSSYS
FFTCX
OFF"rC_
R4ARAY
PLTFFT
w
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5
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S
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S
6
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7
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6
7
6
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7
8
I
8
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7
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7
7
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7
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S
S
6
6
6
(,
6
6
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7
7
7
7
7
7
S
6
t,
6
6
7
6
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7
8
9
A
B
A
B
A
9
e
8
g
8
8
9
7
6
7
8
q
45
9
8
8
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I,
6
7
7
7
S
4
S
S
t,
6
7
6
6
7
4
9
8
7
7
7
8
?
8
S
6
6
7
6
6
7
B
'l
8
9
e
7
INILU
ClDITI_
RADZNT
EXIT
CUNLIN
CTRAP
DL ZklCa
KHATR 0
A1K2
DUNLIN
WAKN0
DUNLIN
WaJO401
DUNLIN
IHNSIN
BOt,NO a
DUNLIN
I IEXPS
EXIT
Z0_
INF'FN0
IKNEW
BSdzkrT
DBSJ_S
BSVXNT
DBSYS
JYN[W
XK_P
JyCOIqB
IK0
FFTCX0
DFFTCll
PLTlrF0
IMILU
JOBTIN
W#U(EQ0
EXIT
D_LIN
DBSIk_
DBSKE$
CHECK
IHNSUB
W_ESO
D_LXH
|KPCHB
; I>KC3_
CI'ECX
IXCOHS
X_SIN
DO(JI_
S_AXQ
S_AX
DU_LIN
[IEXYY
EXIT
DE!eZ0
MStJ_4
I)4F_
[KSUB
bSJ [ kiT
OISJk_5
BSVINT
DBSY$
JVNEW
JYCO_4B
IKSUB0
SPECIN
FFTCX
DFFTCD
R#c,ARAY
PS.TFFT
IMILU
WING
wIkq31H
HIHOF
OBSY$
FF'rCX
DFFTCa
R4ARAV
PLTFFT
INILU
RaDXNT
EXIT
CUNL XN
¢TRAP
DLINRG
THICK
PSIK2
THICk0
DLm4LZN
I IF.XP$
EXIT
ZODEF
IHF
IY.NE_
BS.J INT
I)BSJNS
Ikq¥ Ik'T
DBS¥S
JVNm_
TIKSU_
TIKO
FF'TCX0
DFFTC]B
PLY0
IMILU
THXCX$
DUNLIN
I IEXPS
EXIT
ZOD_ r
INF
ZXME'W
ILSJINT
OBSJ;'4
l_qVINT
ObSYS
JY_
TIKSUB
z
I
U
L_
m
m
I
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g
i
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Figure 3A: UCAP Calling Tree (continued)
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6
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S
I,
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7
7
7
7
7
7
8
9
8
9
9
6
S
S
5
5
i
6
6
4
S
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
6
S
5
6
6
S
S
S
6
7
S
9
A
B
A
B
$
A
B
C
8
C
7
8
A
B
C
B
C
A
15
C
D
C
D
8
9
8
I
A
B
C
D
C
D
B
¢
D
E
D
E
8
Y
I
8
I
7
8
II
A
B
C
B
C
• A
B
C
D
C
D
8
T_KO
FFTCX0
DFF'I"CB
PLTFF0
IMILU
CHECK
ANS
LSTVVC
NEWPal
PRNTOP
PRMT;N
DUNL:H
VELa0$
EXZT
HEWPal
P_NTOP
PR_TXX
PRNTIN
BDS024
Bog016
ERRSX'r
BDS025
BDSO26
aDS023
PRN'r',(X
D'_SAR
DSLOCB
D_L[N
_4SN 1
NLrwP01
DUNLIN
IHILU
LSTVVC
HENPG]
I_NTDP
P_NTIN
DU_LIN
VEL005
EXIT
Nb'_PG]
pRMTDP
PRNTXX
PRNTZN
6DS024
BDS016
ERRSXT
6DS025
BDS026
8D5023
PRHTXX
DUNBAR
A,NS 0HI
DUNLIN
INILU
NEWPG1
UVIIdT
AIRDRG
AIRFLX
ISOARF
ISOAFL
AIR24
LZFT24
LI4EAR 1
DRAG24
LNEAR |
AIROFF
AIR24
LIFT24
LNF-AR 1
DRAG2;
LHEAR1
CASARF
ZSOARF
ISOAFL
AIR24
LZFT24
LHEAR 1
DRAG2_
LHEAR 1
AIROFF
AIR24
LZFT24
I.HEAR I
_AG24
LHEARI
STARC
UH EH'r
ZEROAL
ISO_F
ZSOAFL
AER2d;
LIF'r24
LHEAR!
DRAG24
LI,4EAR I
AIROFF
AIR24
LIFT24
LNF.AR 1
0(tAG24
LHEARI
DZROAL
UNBAR
UNIHT
CLFACT
UNBAR
SWPARF
SOARF
ZSOAFL
AIR24
LIFT2_
LHEAR!
DRAG24
LHEAR|
AIROFF
AIR24
LZF"1"24
LHEAR1
DRAG24
LHF-AR 1
CA._RF
w
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ISO_'L
- AZR24
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tl<Ekq 1
DRAG24
LNEkq!
AXROFF
ADI24
L/FT24
LNEAR !
DRAG24
LNEAR 1
STARC
UNINT
ZEROAL
! SO/,RF
IS0,_rL
A|R24
L _IrI'24
LNEAR |
DRAO24
AIROFF
AIR2,;
L_FT24
LNF.J_ !
0RAG2C;
LkF.AR l
DZROAL
UNBAR
UHINT
CLFACT
UNB_,R
Lk_.AR |
MEWP01
AIRP02
PRkr'r_H
PRNTXX
PRkI'TXX
CSPSUB
RiSZNT
DBSJNS
D_SY$
DUNL |N
VTXr_,L
VTXINI
VTX'KST
VTXDLE
VTXCSE
VTXCDZ
VTXALIO
VTXP'RF
VTXDmO
v'rXOUT
14EWPO 1
VT'XOLrr
i,_c'wpo 1
VTXNt_"
V'TXWRg
Mm4CAL
3
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4
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S
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7
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7
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6
T
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7
8
'9
A
STORE
NLr_PO]
LSTUW4S
FETCH
PRNTX'X
F271
JOBTTM
NEWPO|
PRNTOP
I_NT IN
DTAIkLP
PItMTCD
EXZT
DLJ_LIM
BI_SSAV
EXIT
DBSJMS
DBSYS
BLEND
DUNLIN
ZM|LU
NUNUAIt
KMATRX
DUNLIN
AIK2
JOITIH
WAKIr
EXIT
DUNLIN
DBS|NS
OliSKE$
IKC_
¢:HEClC
IMNSUB
WAKE,q_I
Dt._t. I N
SUM1
Ct,EC_
SUM2
SUNS
IKPCMB
S_q4
IKCOMB
SUe'IS
ZKCOI_
SUNt
IMNSIN
BOUND
SMt4AJ( 0
SMWAX
DUNLIN
_IEXYY
EXIT
i)lDrZ¢
NSUN
_ldrF_
TKSUS
IKMEW
BSJIk'T
G_B
11i
U
i
lip
!
m
g
E
m
II
m
m
I
I
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m
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m
B
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II
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m
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IS
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8
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9
7
J
7
8
IS
9
8
8
10
¢
6
7
7
7
5
4
5
5
6
6
7
i,
t,
7
8,
4
DBSJNS
BSYINT
DBSYS
JYNI_W
JYCOHB
ZKSUB0
SPECIN
FFTCX
DFFTCB
Rd;ARAY
PLTF_T
IHILU
CHECK
WING
WINGIW
WINC, F
DBSY$
FFTCX
I_=FTC8
R,_Ay
PLTFF'r
IMILU
CENTER
RADZNT
EXIT
CUNLIN
CTRAP
DLIMCO
KHATR 0
AIK2
DUNL Ild
WAKMO
OL_L [_
W_MOL
DUNLIN
IHNSIN
BOUND0
DUNL IN
I IEXPS
EXIT
ZOOEF
INFFI_0
I Kk'E'H
BSJINT
DBSJMS
BSYINT
DBSY$
JYNEH
IKNWP
JYCOHB
IK0
FFTCXa
DFFTCB
PLTFFO
IMILU
JOBTIH
WAKEQO
EXIT
DUNLIN
DmSIN$
DBSKE$
CHECK
INNSUB
WAKES¢
DUNL I N
IKI_B
I Pl(CMB
Cl4ECK
IKCONB
INNSIN
BOUND
SHWAK 0
SMWAK
rmUNL Ikl
I IEX'CY
EXIT
D_F'Z 0
MSUN
IKSUB
BSJ [k'T
OBSJN_
BSVINT
DBSYS
JVt,;E"H
JYCOMB
IKSUI,0
SPECZN
FFTCX
DFFTCB
R4ARAY
PL_T
INILU
CHECK
HIM0
WIKGIN
WINOF
DBSYS
FFTCX
DF'F'rcB
R4ARAY
PLTFFT
INILU
¢ENTE_
RADINT
EXIT
CUNLIN
CTRAP
DLIHRG
THICK
PSIK2
THICK0
DUNL IN
IIEXPS
EXIT
Z0DEF
IHF
IKk_E_
BSJINT
DBSJNS
ISYIk'T
w Figure 3A: UCAP Calling Tree (continued)
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S
6
7
4
6
7
8
9
8
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7
7
8
7
8
6
4
S
6
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9
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S
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4
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9
8
4)
9
6
S
S
6
6
S
5
S
6
7
8
9
A
B
A
n
I
A
IJ
C
B
C
7
8
'9
A
B
¢
B
C
A
D
C
D
C
D
8
g
8*
9
A
B
C
0
C
rt
B
C
D
[
D
DBSVS
J_
T_KSUU
TIKO
VF'I"CXa
Di_rl'¢n
PLTIrFO
INrLU
THICK3
DUNLIN
Z IEXPS
Lrx[ T "
ZOD[F
INF
ZKN_
BSJ INT
D_$JNS
BSVINT
DBSY5
JYNEW
TIKSUB
T;K0
lel_¢XO
DF_CB
PLTFF0
IMZI.U
CHE¢:X
ANS
LSTVVC
NE14_3 t
I_J4TDP
PRNTIhl
DUNLIN
V£L003
IrX_T
NE_PG I
Pt_NTDP
pRNTXX
PRNT I N
BD5024
BDS016
ERRSXT
BDS025
BDS02$
BOs02$
PR_TXX
DUNBAR
DSLOCB
DUNLIN
DU_LZN
INILU
/U_LS0
LSTVVC
NE'NPG 1
PR_TDP
PRHTIN
DUNLIN
VEL00$
F..XIT
kIEHPO!
PRNTDP
PRNTXX
PRNTIN
BDS02_
BDS016
E3tRSXT
BDS02S
8D$026
I)D$023
PRNTXX
DUNBAR
ANSONI
DUNLZN
INILU
k_W_3 l
UVINT
AIRDRG
AIRFLX
! SOARF
[ SOAFL
AIR2_
LIFT24
LNEAR 1
DRAG2_
LNEAR |
AZROFF
AIR24
L_FT24
LHEARI
DRAG26
LNJ_ARI
CASARF
ISOARF
ISOAFL
ArR24
LIFT24
LNF._R 1
DRAO2_
LNEARI
AIROF1 r
AIR24
LIFT24
LNE_I
_AG24
LNE_R 1
STARC
UNZNT
ZEROAL
ZSOARF
ISOAFL
AZR24
LIFT24
LNF.AR l
DRAG24
LId[AR 1
AIROFF
AIR2&
LIFT24
LNE_R 1
DRAG2_
1It
1
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I
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I
Jmw
_w
w
imw
=
WmF
E
8
g
9
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9
7
e
9
A
B
C
it
C
A
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C
D
¢
O
8
g
A
I)
C
D
C
D
B
C
D
E
D
E
9
A
g
A
it
C
D
E
D
E
C
0
E
F
E
F
9
A
A
II
A
8
6
6
7
7
6
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i
6
S
3
3
2
3
S
4
4
4
2
5
4
4
4
2
2
3
2
S
4
4
4
S
6
S
S
S
4
S
6
6
i
5
6
6
6
l
6
7
7
7
6
7
7
6
6
7
8
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
A
L)e[4R !
OZ_OAL
UNBAR
UNI_T
CLFACT
UNIAR
SWpARF
ISOARF
[SOAFL
AIR2_
LZFT24
LN_AR !
DRAG24
LNF.ARL
A I R OFF
A|R24
L IFT24
LM[AR I
DRAG24
LHEAR 1
r'ASARF
ZSOARF
| SOAFL
AZR24;
L ZFT24
LMEAR 1
DRAG2¢
LHF-AR 1
AZROFF
A|R24
LEFT24
LNEAR 1
DRAO2_;
LNEAR ]
$TARC
UN;_rr
ZEROAL
_SOARF
_SOAFI.
AZR24
LZFT2d;
L_ARI
DRAG24
LHIZAR 1
AZROFF
AZR24
LIFT24
LNE/LR 1
DRAG24
LHEARI
DZROAL
UNBAR
UNINT
CLFACT
UNI_Ul
LNEAR 1
_rWPO1
AZRPa2
PRHT_N
PRNTXX
PRNTXX
CSPSUB
BSZk'T
DBSJNS
D_*SYS
DUHLZN
V'I'Xt,_T
STORE
SLFW-
tNzl, rr
INTL IN
CROSSP
[HDPT
CKOUT
SLAFT
INTL|N
CROSSP
E_DPT
CKOUT
CPtIAP
VTTBIN
UV_RT
| NTFR 1
IHl_R2
ERRSY_"
k_WPO ]
F001
_ORN
DNNX
IFXPLT
DCS Zk'T
ZMILU
IklTFR$
HNSI.m,
PI
P2
cH_r'KH
klRKOI l
JOBTZN
kLrWPGI
DTAELP
PRNTCD
mY
EXiT
DBSJNS
DI_YS
B,LED_ID
DUNLIN
ZMILU
NUNUAR
MRI(I112
I,JRK007
EXIT
14RKOO4
HRK00S
MI|K003
ZODE_
DUt4L 114
1,4RK009
ZK0
F'FTCXN
DFF'TCB
w Figure 3A: UCAP Calling Tree (continued)
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A
8
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IS
A
9
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A
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6 DUNt. _ N
S J4qK 01A
6 NRK01B
6 kq_H_ l
6 IHILU
6 IFXPLT
2 CPVSOP
2 ZHI'FRS
$ DUNLIN
$ ST01KI
3 DTRAP
2 PRTPRF
3 k_EWPG I
2 ADJUST
3 k_rWPO 1
$ UV ZI_'I"
I A|RPRM
2 I NPTC l
3 E_DJOB
4 DTIM_
3 ZNPTC2
2 _E'WPO t
2 PRNTXX
2 AIRDRG
$ AIRFLX
4 ISO_F
S ISOAFL
6
7
8
7
e
_7
8
9
8
9
S
i,
7
a
g
8
I
7
8
A
t
A
S
6
S
6
7
8
M
9
A
8
q)
A
B
A
|
S
6
6
5
i
4
S
6
7
a
9
8
9
7
8
9
A
A
S
6
7
8
iF
A
A
8
A
I
A
IS
CASARF
PLTlrlrO
IMILU
JOBTtH
HRK006
Z0_
DUNLIN
NRK008
DBSJNS
BSYINT
DBSYS
JVIdEW
|K_P
JVCOMB
FFTCXN
DFFTCIt
PLTFFO
IM[LU
CH£CK
AZR2K
LIrFT24
LNEAR 1
0RAO24
LNEAR l
AIROFF
AIR24
LIFT24
LHF_AR I
DRAG24
LHEAR !
ISOARF
ZSOAFL
AZR24
L|FT26
LINEAR 1
DilAO2G
LNEAR1
AIROFF
A|R24;
L ]FT24
LHEAR 1
DRAG2&
LI,_AR i
STARC
U_Ik'T
ZEROAL
ZSOARF
ZSOAFL
£IR24
LEFT24
LHl[kq I
0RAO2d;
LMEARI
A|ROFF
ArR24
LIFT2&
LMEAR 1
DRAG24
LkrJJ.R 1
DZItOAL
_llAlt
_iNT
CLF_T
_B_q
SNPARF
ISOARF
I SOAFI.
AIR24
LIFT2&
LNEAR1
DRAG24
LNF-AR 1
AIROCrl r
AIR24
L ! FT24
LNEAR!
_AG2_;
LMEARI
CASARF
ISOARF
ISO_FL
AIR24
LZFT2_;
LHEAR 1
DRAG24
LH_AR I
AIROP'F
A_R24
LIFT24
I.kF.AR I
DRAG24
LM[_ 1
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LW
W
W
me
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IS
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O
8
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IS
$
8
5
S
5
6
7
i
7
7
5
6
7
8
7
8
8
S
6
5
l
6
S
4
4
4
BI.DG_d4
STARC
UN[KT
ZE_OAL
ISOARF
1 sOAFL
AZR24
LZFT24
LM[AR !
DRAG2_
LHEAR 1
.AZROFF
AZR24
L_FT24
LIdEAR |
DRAG2,_
LNEARI
DZROAL
L_IkAR
IJN |NT
CLF&CT
IJ_IBAR
LMEAR !
N_4PO !
A|RP02
eAH"r ZN
PRHTXX
PRNTXX
BLDG ! l
EIdpTr'I
EHDJOB
DT ]*H(
INPTC2
HEWPOl
PRMTXX
BLDCT1
QSPLIN
SPFU_4C
SPCOEF
SPLSD$
SPSVAL
SPLSEV
SPHVAL
SPL5_/
UVINT
MEW Pa 1
PRNTIN
PR_dTXX
BDSaS2
EXrT
BDSOOd;
BDSOI5
BDS014
6D5010
CAHTHA
EXIT
BDSOI8
HS)
E'XZT
P'F)
EXrT
HS2
EXZT
H4S5S
[XZT
PF2
EXIT
DDS011
6D5020
BDS0|9
BD$013
HLI_
BD5019
BDS013
CAH'THA
EXIT
BDg012
BDS024
IDSOI6
E]iRSXT
BDSO25
|05026
8D5023
BDS020
BDS024
8D5016
J_'RRSXT
BDS02S
BD542£
805023
BDSI04
BDS086
BDS0y6
BDSO_S
BDS097
_DS089
8DS088
BDS088
GG$107
GGS0|I
BDS024
BDS016
ERRSXT
BOSO2S
BD$026
BDS023
BDS053
BD5024
6DS016
ERRSXT
BDS02S
6DS026
BDS023
BDSOI6
EARSXT
I_,.q.2.q2
0GS253
0G5254
6DSOS4
EXIT
UNINT
BLDOCA
_r_
=
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5 SLOCUB
5 MEWPOI
3 BLDOPI
4 NElVPG 1
4 PRNTXX
2 IJLDOI2
3 |NPTCI
4 ID_DJOB
S DTIHE
4 |NPTC2
$ k_'_PG 1
3 ItLDGP 1
4 I_EWPG1
4 PRNTXX
$ UNINT
2 BLDOI$
3 INPTCI
4 F.NDJOB
5 DT I_J_
4 IldPTC2
3 MEHPG 1
$ PRNI'XX
$ EXIT
3 |LgCT3
4 PRkrT_N
4 BDSA52
S 6D5024
6 ISDSO 16
7 IrRRSXT
6 BDS02S
7 805026
7 6D5023
S 6DSOS3
6 BDS02&
7 BDS016
8 ERRSXT
7 BDS02S
8 BDS021
8 SDS025
5 BDSOI&
6 ERRSXT
S GG5252
6 GGS2S$
6 GGS2$4
5 SDS054
4 EX;T
4 WEWPOI
4 PRHTXX
4 !.1_|NT
4 ILDOCA
S SLOCUB
S NEHPGI
3 BLOOP1
4 MEWPGI
4 PRNTXX
2 STORE
1 CRPPRH
2 INPTCI
3 E%IDJO6
4 DTIH(
3 |HPTC2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
4
3
2
2
1
2
2
3
4
$
2
2
2
2
1
2
5
$
3
$
4
5
4
$
S
6
7
7
7
t
3
4
5
4
4
4
4
S
6
7
7
8
7
8
7
8
6
6
4
4
k%"WPG]
PRNT)O(
E_)CAS
DTIHE
E_qDJOB
OTI_
HEADER
N_"WPO I
INTPRH
I NPTC I
END JOB
DT|HE
_NPTC2
NE'WI_I
PRKTXX
LSTPRH
FLITCH
XNPTC!
ENDJOB
DTIHI[
Z)_PTC2
k'(WPG 1
PRN'TX)(
PRMTCS
STORE
NOISEX
NOZCLC
,,IOBTIH
_OZXMP
HOZCHK
NOZNJ2
Noz'rcM
NOZXKC
14NX
NOZANP
NOZHNK
NOZFYC
HOZTRP
LI_XZT
DILSJI_S
kIOZTCH
NOZ&IR
NOZHpL
NOZId4F
NOZSLC
NOZQPL
DBSINS
DBSKES
DSSJNS
DaSYS
QSPLIN
SPFUNC
SPCOEF
SPLSD$
SPSVAL
SPLSc-V
SPNVAL
SPLSEV
NOZHFL
NOZTRL
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J
B
m
i
g
im
m
W
z
i
E
lm
m
I
m
m_
w
i
m
m
ml
m
m|
|
i
i
9O mm
m
m
wfmw
w
= ±
__r_
F_
W
M
'row
L_
= :
m
h --
F-':r
4
4
4
$
4
S
4;
S
S
5
S
4
4
4
S
6
7
7
6
7
8
7
8
6
6
d;
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
5
S
S
S
I,
6
1
2
,,t
4;
3
2
2
i
2
3
,,t
2
2
1
2
5
4
3
2
2
_z'rRL
_Z_T
_ZS_
_ZNFC
_Z'T'RP
EXZT
_ZHNK
DB$I_
DBSKES
DB_
DB$¥S
_ZAIR
NO_PL
_ZM'OF
QSPLIH
SPFUIOC
SPCOF.F
SPLSD3
SPSVAL
SPLSEV
SPHVAL
SPLSEV
k;O Z'HFt.
NOZTRL
NOZBLC
MOZQPL
DBSJN$
MOZI_L
NOZUt_T
I_OZSTT
NQZOUT
NE_PG |
NOZOU2
NE_PG 1
NOZUNT
NOZSTT
NOZOU3
NE'_ PG I
NOZUNT
NOZPRH
INPTC1
ENDJOB
DTIME
INPTC2
NEWP_ L
PR_TXX
RUNPRM
INPTCI
ENDJOB
DT|ME
INPTC2
kq[_PO 1
PRNTXX
VELGRD
|NPTCI
(NOJO5
DTIME
INPTC2
NEWPO]
VELO02
3 PRNTXX
I VTXPRM
2 FETCH
2 )_rHPG!
2 /NPTC1
3 ENOJO I_
4 BTIHE
3 INPTC2
2 P_NTXX
2 STORE
1 WAK001
2 FETCH
2 tWKO02
3 ERRSYT
3 _W_]
5 WAK PR l
4 FETCH
4 PRNTDP
4 PRNTIN
3 EXIT
S F001
4 S O/40RM
4 IF_PLT
4 DCSIMT
4 XMILU
3 WAKO03
4 EXIT
4 HHSUB
5 Pl
S P2
S CHECXN
4 I_KOOI
S JOBTIM
S klENPG l
5 DTAIL P
S P_NTCD
5 BESSAV
6 EXIT
6 DBSJNS
6 DBSVS
S ]SLI[HD
6 DUNLIN
6 INILU
5 MUNUAR
S MRKO02
i NRK007
7 EXIT
i NRKO04
6 HRKOOS
6 NRK003
7 ZOD[F
7 DUNLIM
7 kRK00'9
e IKO
8 FF'TCXIJ
q DF'FTCB
6 PLTFF0
9 IMI&_U
6 JOBTIM
6 NRK006
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7
7
7
6
9
A
9
A
8
9
8
9
8
9
7
4 WAKQ04
S DUNL IN
4 NRK0| 0
5 EXIT
S _K011
S k_WPGI
S IMILU
5 IFXPLT
2 STORE
1 W_P4_M
2 FETCH
2 | WPTC 1
$ E_,JOB
4 0Ti'_
3 INPTC2
2 NE_PG1
2 PRNTXX
2 STOR[
Z0_ r
DUNLIN
NRKO08
IKHL_,f
6SJ rNT
DBSJN$
_YINT
D_VS
|KN_P
JVCO_
FFTCXN
DFFTCE
PLTFFO
EH|LU
C_£Cl(
g
U
m
ii
il
u
m
m
Ii
m
i
rosa!
II
i
IE
I
m
IB
m
m
II
iI
m
[]
El
J
Ii
i
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(2-2 m
mF
w
w
s_
w
w
w.i TOO FOAI=OROUND HAIIIDCOPV emmt 10:$4:35 93112
_ITSOO04Z. XtEFL .DATA
$UBROUTZN[ C:JEO$S REFERE_¢_ LISTING
SU_kq. $UIROUT Zl4[$
AtSVAL Z$ CALL rn iV :
ADJUST IS CALLED Ity : LOTCTL
AXRDRD IS CALLED BV : AZRPRM ANS| ANSONO
AIRFLX IS CALLED BY : AIRDRO
AIROFF IS CALLED BY : ISOAFL
AIRPRN ;S CALLED sly : NAIN
A|RP42 [S CALLED BY : A[RDRO
AIR24 IS CALLED SlY : AZROFF ZSOAPL
ANS IS CALLED Ity : F271
AklOJ41 [S CALLED BV : A_lS
A/_0 IS CALLED SlY : F271
A_lS0klO IS CALLED slY : F27|k_
A/4SON1 ZS CALLED BY : AJ4S¢ AN$0_40
ARCTAN IS CALLED sly :
A)K2 ;S CALLED slV : KNATRX KHATRO
DDSAS2 ZS CALLED sly : DLDCT3
soDS004 ;S CALLED slY : slDSOS2
BDS01Q ]S CALLED slV : slOSO14
soDS011 IS CALLED slY z slDSOI4
BDS012 ZS C_OLLED SlY : slDSOI4
UD$013 ZS CALLED slV : slD$014 HLZN[
soDS014 ZS CALLED BY : slDSOIS
BDSOIS ZS CALLED sly : SODS004
moso16 ZS CALLED SlV : slDSAS2 SODS024 DD$OS2
DDS018 IS CALLED BY ; slDS014
I_,DSOI$ IS CALLED SlY | soDS014 HLIN_
soDS020 IS CALLED sly : BUS011 BDS0i4
BOSO2sl IS CALLED sly : BDS02S
siDEd24 IS CALLED slY : slDSAS2 soDS014 BDSOLS SlDSOS2 sl0SOS3 VI[LO03
BDS02S ZS CALLED sly : BDSO24
soDS026 IS CALLED slY : slDS02S
SlDSOS2 ZS CALLED slV : slLDCT|
slOS053 IS CALLED BY : SlDSAS2 slDSOS2
slDSOS4 |S CALLED sly : slDSAS2 slDSOS2
slD$086 Z5 CALLED sly : BDSIO_;
BDS068 IS CALLED BY : DDS086 BDS0J9
BDS06t _S CALLED slY : DDS080
IDS015 IS CALLED slV : slOSaS6
BDSO06 IS CALLED slV s IDSO46
BDS097 IS CALLED BY t slDS09S
DOS104 15 CALLED 8Y : slOS004 ,.
BESSAV IS CALLED BY t F27! kiRK001
SlI.DCTI IS CALLED sly : SlLDO[I
ILDCT3 _S CALLED slY : slLDG_$
SlLDC.,CA IS CALLED BY : BLDCT| SlL_T5
6LDGEH IS CALLED slY : I'M, IN
slLDGZl IS CALLED slY : slLDGEH
DLDGI2 IS CALLED SlY : BLDGEN
BLDOI3 IS CALLED SlV : SlLDGE:)4
SlLDGP1 |S CALLED slV ." slLDO|I slLDOZ2 slLDGI3
slLEN9 |S CALLED slV : F271 F271140 NRK00|
BOUND IS CALL Irn sly : KHATRX I(HATR0
BOLINDO IS CALLED SlV
BS[MT iS CALLED BY
BSJINT IS CALLED BY
BSYZNT ]S CALLED 8V
CAHTHA IS CALLED slY
CASARF I$ CALLED BY
CENTER YS CALLED SlY
CHECX IS CALLED SlY
CH[CKH IS CALLED BY
CKOUT IS CALLED SlY
CLFACT IS,_CALLED BV
CONVItO IS'CALLED sly
CPHAP IS CALLED BY
CPYSDP XS CALLED sly
CROSSP TS CALLED sly
CRPPRH IS CALLED sly
CSPSUB IS CALLED BY
CTRAP I$ CALLED slY
CUNLIN IS CALLED slY
DEFZO IS CALLED BV
D64NX IS CALLED SlV
DNORM IS CALLED SlY
DRAG24 ZS CALLED slY
DSLOC! I5 CALLED sly
DTAILP ZS CALLED BY
DTRAP IS CALLED sly
DUNBAR IS CALLED SlY
DUNLIN |S CALLEO slV
DUNLIN |S CALLED slY
DUNLZM IS CALLED sly
DZROAL IS CALLED sly
ENDCAS ZS CALLED slY
END JOB IS CALLED sly
ETdDPT IS CALLED BY
LrRRSXT IS CALLED BY
ERRS_q" IS CALLED SlY
ETACAL IS CALLED SlY
FETCH IS CALLED |V
FEXP IS CALLED SlY
FFTCX IS CALLED BY
FFTCX_ rS CALLED SlY
FFTCX0 IS CALLED |Y
FFUN IS CALLED BY
F001 IS CALLED BY
F271 IS CALLED SlY
F27INO IS CALLED SlY
DETXII_ IS CALLED |V
GGSOll IS CALLED BY
GGSI07 1S CALLED DY
OGS2S2 IS CALLED sly
GGS253 IS CALLED slY
GGS2S4 IS CALLED sly
HEADER IS CALLED slY
HNSUB ZS CALLED BY
HSI |S CALLED BY
H$2 |$ CALLED BY
H4SES IS CALLED SlV
IlZN IS CALLED SlY
IFXPLT IS CALLED BY
IIEXPS TS CALLED BY
IIEXYY ZS CALLED sly
I(NATI 0
¢SPSUsl
IKNi[t4
II(NEH
IDSO l O slDSO 14
A_RFLX St_PARF
slOUND
HSU" HRK000 THICK3 _XE
HHSUI
INTL IN
CASARF
LSTCTL
LSTCTL
INTL|N
HAIN
F271 F27INO
IIAD lM'r
RADZNT
]SOUND
D,NORH
FOOl
AIR24
_S
F271 141;tKl01
INTF'ItS
WAXE00 _ES_ WAXES0
AN$ JJ_Skll A_SOHO AI_INI BLEND lIOUIk_ slOtJ_lD0 C'SPSUSl F271
KHATRX KHATR0 LSTVVC NRK003 HIU(OOI THZCXO THZCX3 MAX[
_AJ(ES0 tl/d(HO WAKH01 MAXil04
CASARF
MAIM
NAIN INPTCi
INTLIN
slDSOll,
INTFR 2 tVAK 002
LSTDY LSTPItN LSTUNS HCAFA VTXPItH HAXPSlN WAXII/tl _AXOII
1MFF'k_ H|IdG_N
NRK t48 NRK@ 0_)
INF INF'lrNO
ImTR2 HAKOO2
LSTDV LSTUNS
LS_Y
LSTCTL
sl95052
BOS452
BDSA$2 8Osl0S2
GGS2S2
00$2S2
MAtH
| NTIrlt 3 HAXO 03
soDS014
SD$014
soDS014
F00_, k_K0 IA HRK0 | 0
IIOUND0 THZC_0 THICX3
slOUk_
INTFRS
WAX[Oi MAKESN
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IK¢O_ Z$ CALLED SV
IKNEN IS CALLED |Y
IKN_P IS CALLED 8¥
[XPCHD |S CALLED IY
IKSUD IS CALLED BY
IKSU$0 I$ CALLED BY
Ig0 IS CALLED BY
IH[LU IS CALLED BY
IHNSIN Z$ CALLED BV
INNSU8 [$ CALLED BY
IMF IS CALLED BY
ZNFT'I_ IS CALLED BY
IkFFkl0 I$ CALLED DV
INPTC1 Z$ CALLED bv
INPTCI 1$ CALLED BY
INPTC2 IS CALLED BV
INPTRN ZS CALLED DY
INTFRS IS CALLED BV
IHTFRI [S CALLED BY
lhffFR2 IS CALLED DV
Ikn/TR$ I5 CALLED DV
IMTLZN IS CALLED BY
|NTPRH IS CALLED BY
IPKCHB IS CALLED 8v
ISOAFL IS CALLED 8Y
1SCARF IS CALLED BY
JOET|M IS CALLED BY
JVCONB IS CALLED ItV
JYNEW IS CALLED BY
KINFIL IS CALLED BY
KHATRX IS CALLED BY
KHATR0 IS CALLED BY
LESNP IS CALLED IsY
LIFT24 IS CALLED BY
LHEAR| IS CALLED SV
LSTCOA I$ CALLED SV
LSTCTL IS CALLED SY
L$1_V IS CALLED SV
LSTPRH IS CALLED SV
LSTSN| IS CALLED BY
LSTUNS IS CALLED SV
LSTVVC I$ CALLED 8Y
LSTXVZ 15 CALLED SY
NAIN IS CALLED BV
NCAFA IS CALLED BY
MEAN IS CALLED SY
MLIN_ IS CALLED SY
NNX IS CALLED BV
MT_'ICAL IS CALLED SV
HS_ IS CALLED SV
HUNUAR Z$ CALLED BY
k_NPGt IS CALLED SV
_HPO1 IS CALLED SY
kEWPG| IS CALLED BY
N_NPGI IS CALLED BV
NEHPG| |S CALLED BY
NOISEX IS CALLED SV
NOZAIR |$ CALLED S¥
NOZAHP IS CALLED SY
NOZDLC IS CALLED SV
NOZChI( IS CALLED SV
BU/44 SUHS MAKE NAKESO
IKSUB I_ [ NFFT, I 0 NRKO48
INFFN4 kWK g 08
SUMS MAKES0
I I_FNS
I NFFNS
I NFFNO NRK001
ANSN! ANSON1 BLEND FH] HRK01A HRKO]0 PLI"FFT PLl"_e0
NAKESN WAKES0 NAKM01
NBJ(E NAJ(EQ0
TI_ICX0 THZCX3
MSU_
BOUND0
AIRPt_M SLDOII SLDCI2 DLDOI3 CRPPRM INTPRM LSTPRM NOZPRM RUNPRN VELGRD
_rl"XpRM NAK PRM
INPTC!
MAIN
LSTCTL
LSTCTL
IN1"FR L
INTFR2
SLAFT SLFWD
MAIN
SU_$ WAKES0
150ARF
AIRFLX CASARF SWPARF ZEROAL
MAIN F271 F271HO KHATRX KHATR0 HOZCL¢ MRK04| HRK002
IKNNP IKSUB
IKNEW
LSTCTL
F271
F27!
G[TXNS
AIR24
DRAG24 LIFrT24 SNPARF
LSTSHI
MAIN
LSTCTL
MAIN
MCAFA
LSTCTL
ANS ANSO
LSTSWI
GETXMB
80S014
NOZKKC
LSTDV
BOUND
F271 F271HO )4RK001
ADJUST AIRDRD AIRPRN kNSN] AN$0 AN$ONO SLDCT; SLDCT3 SLDGCA BLDG[1
DLDDI2 SLDGI$ ILDOP1 CRPPRH F27| HEADER INPTRN INTlrR2 INTPRN LSTCTL
NRK001 HRKOZA HRK010 PRTPRF RUNPRM VELGRD VI[L0@$ VTXOUT VTXPRN WAXPRM
WAK0O2
LSTDY LSTPRH LSTUNS LSTVVC HCAFA HOZCLC NQZOUT HOZOU2 NOZOU3 NOZPRM
MAIN
NOZFFC NOZNF¢
NOZXKC
NOZFFC NOZNFC
NOZCLC
NOZCLC IS CALLED iV : NOISEX
NOZFFC |S CALLED BY : NOZCLC
HOZ_L IS CALLED SV : NOZNHF
k_D_-F_( IS CALLED SY : k_OZAMP I,tOZMFC
NOZINP IS CALLED _V : NOZCLC
NOZKKC IS CALLED BY : HOZC_d(
NOZNPL I$ CALLED BY : kk_ZFFC NOZNFC
NOZ_C |$ CALLED DV : NOZCLC
NOZk_F IS CALLED SV : NOZMPL
NOZNJ2 I5 CALLED BY : NOZCI'K
NOZ0UT I$ CALLED S¥ : NOZCLC
NOZOU2 IS CALLED SY : NOZOUT
NOZOU$ IS CALLED SY : NOZOU2
NOZPRM IS CALLED SY : HATH
HOZQPL IS CALLED SY : I_ZFFC _OZHFC
NOZSTT IS CALLED SY : IdOZFFC NOZHFC NOZOU2
NOZTCM IS CALLED SY : MOZFFC
k_)ZTRL IS CALLED SY : NOZFFC
NOZTRP IS CALLF.D SY : NOZFFC
NCZUNT IS CALLED SV : NOZFFC
NRKOOI IS CALLED SV : INTFR$
klRKO02 IS CALLED IV : NRK001
NRK003 I$ CALLED BV : NRK002
kIRK004 I$ CALLED BV : NRK002
kq_K00S IS CALLED SY : NRK0O2
NRK046 IS CALLED SV : HRK002
NRK007 IS CALLED BY : NRK002
I_KO04 IS CALLED BY : HRKO0_
NRKO04) IS CALLED SV : kRKO05
_KOIA ZS CALLE D llY : INTFR5
NRKOIll IS CALLED SV : MRKOIA
I,_0|O ZS CALLED D¥ : HAX00$
NRKel! IS CALLED SY : NRK010
PF| IS CALLED BY : SD$014
PF2 I$ CALLED SV : DDS014
PLTFFT IS CALLED BY : INFFNS
PLTFF0 IS CALLED B,V : INF
PRh'TCD IS CALLED SV : F27t
PRNTCS IS CALLED SY _ LSTPRN
_RNTDP _$ CALLED DV r F271
IIRNTIN IS CALLED BY : AIRP02
PitHTXX IS CALLED BY : W_U(PRM
k_0ZNFC NOZNJ2
NOZNFC NO 7.NHF
NOZNFC
NOZNFC NOZOU2 MOZOU3
WAK003
WIN_IN
INFFNO NRJ(§IB NRK409
HRKOOI
LSTW¢ VELO03 W_KP'R!
DLDCT1 SLDCT x F271 LSTW¢ MCAFA rELieS N,_d(PRI
PRHTXX Z5 CALLED SV _ LSTDY LSTPRN LSTUNS LST_C NCAFA NOZPRM RUNPRH VEL0O2 VCLOBS VTXPRM
Pltkr'rxx IS CALLED SY : AIRDQG AIRPRH AIRP02 BLDCTI SLDCT3 DLDGII DLDGIS |LD_P| CRPPRH [HTPRN
PRTPRF IS CALLED BY : LSTCTL
PS|K2 IS CALLED BY : THICK
PI IS CALLED |v : HI_U_
P2 IS CALLE_ _Y : HMBUD
QSPLIN IS CALLE1) _V : |LDCTI
RADINT IS CALLED DV : BOUND
RETREV IS CALLED DY :
RJF IS CALLED SV :
RLCOOE IS CALLED BY :
RUNPRN IS CALLED DY : MAIM
RBARAY I$ CALLED SY : I_FFkiS
• rrlo Is CALLED SY : LSTCTL
SETLNT |S CJkLLED SY :
SLAFT IS CALLED BY : LSTCTL
$LFWD IS CALLED SV : LSTCTL
SLOCUB I$ CALLEB) BY : SLDOCA
$/BHAK IS CALLED SY' : BOUND
LSTSM| HOZHHF
WINGIN
1
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Reference Listing (continued)
I
mEl
lz =
m
w
m
i
SNMAK0 IS CALLED BY
SPCOEF iS CALLED BY
SPECIN IS CALLED BY
SPFUkK: I$ CALLED ElY
$PLSD3 |$ CALLED BY
$PLSEV IS CALLED BY
SPK_AL IS CALLED BY
SPSVAL IS CALLED aV
SP?rRO IS CALLE D |Y
S1,JLRC |S CALLED DY
STDDEV IS CALLED EY
STD[KZ IS CALLED BY
STORE |S CALLED e,Y
SUM| IS CALLED BY
SUN2 IS CALLED BY
SU_($ IS CALLED DY
S_4 |S CALLED BY
SUMS IS CALLED EY
SUM6 IS CALLED BY
SWPARF IS CALLED DY
THICK IS CALLED BY
1,HICK0 IS CALLED BY
1"HIC1($ IS CALLED BY
11_VF'IL IS CALLED BY
TIKSUD [S CALLED BY
TIK0 IS CALLED DY
LI_IBAR [S CALLED 8Y
_[NT [S CALLED BY
UNLIW IS CALLED iV
WINT IS CALLED BY
UVISC IS CALLED SY
_I_LORD [S CALLED BY
VI[L002 IS CALLED BY
YI[LO0$ IS CALLED BY
VTTBIN IS CALLED BY
VTXA_ IS CALLED BY
V1,XCAL IS CALLED BY
V1,XCDZ IS CALLED BY
VTXCS Ir IS CALLED BY
VTXDSO IS CALLED BY
VTXDLE IS CALLED BY
V1,XIWI IS CALLED DY
V1,XKST IS CALLED BY
VTX_T IS CALLED BY
V1,XOtST I$ CALLED aY
VTXPRF I5 CALLED BY
VTXPRM IS CALLED BY
_rrxwRo IS CALLED DY
WAKE IS CALLED BY
WAKEQ0 IS CALLED BY
WAKESN I$ CALL_'D BY
WAKES0 IS CALLED BY
WAKMO IS CALLED BY
WAKM0I IS CALLED _,v
WAKPRM IS CALLED BY
WAKPt_I [$ CALLED BY
WAKOOI IS CALLED IV
WAKO02 IS CALLED I_Y
WAK003 IS CALLED _my
WAKO04 IS CALLED BY
NIk_ IS CALLED BY :
WIWOF IS CALLED BY :
W[_GI_ IS CALLE_ BY :
ZEROAL IS CALLED BY :
ZODEF IS CALLED EY :
DOl._U
QSPLIW
IKSU_O
QSPL IN
S_'_0EF
SPNVAL SPSVAL
QSPLIN
QSPLIW
LSTC1,L
CASAKF
I_'FRS
MAIN _LDDEM LSI"DY LSTPRN LSTUNS MCAFA
WAKESN
WAKESN
WAKESN
WAKESN
WAKE_
WAKESN
AIRFLK
F271
THICK
THICK
LSTCTL
INF
INF
CLFAC1' DZROAL
DLDC1,1 BLDC1°5 BLDO[2 DZROAL St,AltO
GE1,XND
ADJUST ANSO ANSONO IILDCTI SLFWD VTTEIN
NMN
VELGRD
LSTVV_:
LSTD1'L
VTXCAL
Lfi1,DY
VTXCAL
VTXCAL
VTXCAL
VTXCAL
VTXCAL
VTXCAL
LS1,DV LS1,IJNS
LSTDV VTXCAL
v'rxCAL
MAIN
LE1,DY
KK&TRX
KMATR 0
WAKE
WAXEQO
KI,U_1,R 0
W_MO
WAIN
WAX002
MAIN
WAX001
WAK {I 02
I NTFR3 WAK@ 05
OUND
VTXPRM WAKPRM WAK00I
WINGIN
WIND
CASARF
BOUND0 NRK00$ NRK006 THICK0 THICK3
= =
Figure 3B: UCAP Subroutine Cross
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Reference Listing (continued)
• ... TSO FOREOJ:tOUND HARDC0PV
DSk_I[ - 1_00041. XAF.F2. DATA
SUMtOUTINE RE_'E]tLr_c[ aND
iinw |0:54:5S 15112
pURPOS£ L ZSTIk_
SUBROUT IM[ ABSVAL
SUImOUTIN£ ADJUST
SUBROUT Z_ A IRI)RG
SUBROUT IN[ AIRFLX
SUBROUTINE AIROFI _
SUMOUTIN( AIRPRN
SUBROUTIH( AIRP02
SUOAOUT ZM[ AIR2_
SUBROUTINE AN_
StmROUTIME ANSNI
SUmROUTII4[ ANS0
SUBROUTIH( AHS 0NO
SUBROUTINE AHS0NI
SUNOUT|_ ARCTAN
SUBROUTINE A]K2
SUNOUTIk_ SDSAS2
SU_OUTI_ BDS0O4
SUBROUTINE SOS010
$U1_ROUT INE BDSO| 1
SUBROUTIhR[ BDS012
SUBROUTINE $DSO 13
SUBROUTIME B_O%dQ
SUBROUT%I_ 8DS01S
SUBROUTINE |DSOI&
SUBROUT I H1_ BDS01S
SUBROUT |N( BD$015
SUBROUTINE BDS020
SUBROUTINE BDS02S
$UI_OUTXN[ BDS024
SUBROUT114= BDS02S
SUBROUTINE BDS02&
SUBROUT IN( BO$0S2
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : k_HF_$1
PURPOSE
CALL (S) : A[RFLX
PURPOSE ;
CALL (S) : ISOARF
PUR POSE :
CALL (S) : AIR2_
PURPOSE :
CaLL (S) : INPTC1
PURPOS( :
CALL (S) : PRNTIN
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : LIF'r24
pURPOSE :
CALL ($) : LSTVV¢
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : NEWPal
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : LSTV_
PURPOSE :
CALL ($) : DUNLIN
PURPOSE
CALL (S) : DUNLIN
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : BDS024
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : BD$015
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : CAHTHA
PURPOSE
CALL (S) ; BDS020
PURPOSE l
PUR POSE :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : MLXk_
CALL (S) : SDS01O
PURPOSE :
CALL ($) : BDSQI_; BOS024;
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : (RRSXT
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE
CALL (S) : BDS011 BDS025
PURPOSE ;
CALL (S) : BDS026 ISDS023
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
Uvi_r
M[HP01 AIAP02 PRHTXX
CASARF SHPARF
NEWPO1 PRNTXX A[RDRG
PRNTXX
DRAG24
DUNE_ed_ DSLOC! DUNLIN ANSNI
DL_NL I N IMILU
DUNBAR AN_0N1 NEHPOl UVINT A[RDRG
DUNB_ _0N1 NE'WPOI UV_NT A[RDRG
[MILU
IOSOS3 BDS016 GGS2S2 BDSOS4
BD$10d;
C._(THA B05012 BD5024 BDS020
BD$018 HSI PFI H$2 H4SSS PF2 BOS011 BDS0)9 BCS0[S
SUBROUTIME BOSOS3
SUBROUTINE BDSOS4
$UBROUT INE ISDSOB&
SUBROUTINE BDS08$
SUaROUTIkt[ BDS089
5UmROUTlk_ BDS09S
BUBROUT Z)d[ BDS0_i
SUBROUTiNe" BDS0_?
SUBROUT Ik_ aDS1 |4
SUSflCUTIM[ 6[SSAV
SLI_ROUT I N( BLDCTI
SUBROUTINE BLDCT$
SU_OUTI ME IL DOCA
SUBROUT IME BLD_[H
SUBROUTINE BLDGI 1
SUlSROUTIN[ BLDGI 2
SUOXt0UI" I_ BLDOI3
SUBROUT IN[ BLDOP l
SUBROUTINE BLENt)
SUBROUTINE BOUND
SU_ROUTIk_ _OUND_
SUBROUTINE BSI_"
SUBROUTINE BSJINT
BUBROUT %_( BSYIW'r
SUBROUTIk_ C_4THA
SUBROUT IN( CAS_RF
$UBROUT_[ CENTER
SUBROUTINE CHECX
SUBROUTINE CHi[CKH
SUBROUTIN_ CKOUT
Sb_ROUT %HE CLFACT
5LmROUTINE CONYR 0
SUBROUTINE CPNAP
8UBROUT _ k_ CPY$OP
SU_OUTI_ C_058P
$U6ROUT INE CRPPRH
CALL ($)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
pURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (8)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPQ$[
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL IS)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSI[
CALL IS)
PURPOSE
CaLL (8)
pURPOSE
CALL ¢S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
pURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (8)
PURPOSE
CALL (5)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL IS)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL IS)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOS_
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOS_
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
EX%T BDS004 OO$107 OOS011 BDS02& BDSOS3 BDS01& GGS_-_2 BD$0S4
BDS024
BO$0_6 BDS0_S ILDS04_ BD$OOB
_D5088
BDSOq7
BDS086
EXIT DBS.JNS DB.SY_
QSPLIN UVINT I_EI_PGI PRNTIN PRNTXX BD$052 EXIT
PRkS"IN BDSAS2 EXIT l_PO| PRNTXX UNINT BLDOCA
SLOCUB NE_POI
BLDOI! BLDGI2 BLDGI$ STORE
INl_rCl _POI PRNT_ BLDCT1 BLDGPI
IMPTCI NEI_POI BLDOPI UNINT
INPTCI NL_i4PO[ F"RHTXX EXIT BLDCT3 BLDGPl
H[WPO1 PRNTXX
DUNLIN IHILU
SH_AKO S_6_AK DUNLIN I%[X_Y 9(FZ0 NSUN W[N_
DUNLIN XIEXP8 ZOD_ INFFM4
DBSJNS DBSYS
DOSJNE
DBSYS
EXIT
I$O_F $TAAC Z[ROAL DZROAL CLFACT
UNINT BLD_A
CEHTF.R RAD IHT
UNBAR
INPTC1 NEWPOI FItI_X
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SUSROUT | kE C_ PSU8
SUDROUT rN( CTRAP
SUBROUTINE CUNL IN
SUBROUTZNE OlEFZ o
SUBROUTINE DNNX
SUBROUTINE DNGRH
SUlSROUTINE DRAG24
SUBROUTINE DSLOCS
SUDROUTINE DTASL P
SUBROUTINE DTRAP
SUBROUTINE DUNBAR
5UEROUTINE DUNLIN
SUDROUTINE DZROAL
SUDROUTZNE D,IDCAS
SUBROUTZHE END JOB
SUBROUTINE E)dDPT
$U/_OUTZ ME (RRSXT
SUILROUT |1_ ERRSYT
SUBROUTINE [TACAL
SUBROUTINE FETCH
SUEROUT|NE F[XP
SUSLROUT I kqZ FFTCX
SUImOUTIHE FFTC'XN
SUBROUTINE FFTCXB
SU_ROUT l NE F'FUN
SUBROUTINE F001
SUBROUT | HIE F271
SUBROUT I NE F27|NO
SU&ROUTIkN[ O[TXHB
SUBROUT IN[ OGSO11
SUSROUT ZHE GGSt 07
SUSROUT ZNE GGS2S2
SUIbROUT ZNE GGS2SS
SUSROUT ZN[ GGS 2S4
SUBROUTINE HEADER
SUBROUTINE HI4SUB
SUBROUTINE HS)
SUBROUTINE HS2
SUBROUT|I_ H4SSS
SUBROUTINE Zlt1H
SUBROUTINE IFXPLT
SUBROUTINE I IEXPS
SUBROUTINE Z IEXYY
SUsROUTINE 1KCOH3
SUBROUT IHI[ IKNEW
SUSROUT INS IKNWP
SUBROUTINE IRPCMB
SUBROUTINE [KSUB
SUBROUTIk_[ IKSUB0
SUBROUTINE IK@
SUBRQUT I NE |HILU
SUBROUT lk1[ |MNS |N
SUDROUTINE [HNSUB
SUBROUTINE [),IF
SUBROUTINE INFF_
SUBROUT ZNE IMFFNO
SUBROUTINE TNPTC|
SUBROUTINE INPTC2
SUBROUTINE INPTRH
SUBROUTINE ZNT .FltS
SUBROUTINE INTlrR 1
SUBROUTINE I k'Tl_ 2
SUBROUTINE |NTFR $
SUBROUTINE INTL IN
SL_Lq0UTIHE I NTPRH
SUBROUTINE I PKC_6
SUBROUTINE Z5OAFL
SUBROUTINE I SOJJtF
SUBROUTINE JOItTIM
SUItROUT I NE JYCOHD
SUBROUTINE JYNEW
SUBROUT ZNE R IHFZL
SUBROUT |HE KMATRX
SUBROUTINE RHATR 0
SUBROUT lk_E LESWP
SUBROUTINE LIFT2&
SUDROUTINE LM[AR |
SUBROUTINE LSTCGA
SUBROUTZNE LSTCTL
Figure 3C:
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PUR POSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL {S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (5)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S}
CALL (S]
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PUR POSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
ISINT DUNLIN
DHNX
LNEAR|
UNBAR UNIHT
DTIHE
DTIHE
DF"FTUB
DFFTCS
DF_'rCB
DNORH IFXPLT DCSlNT IHILU
JOBTIH K_'HPGI PRI_ PRNTZN DTABLP PRNTCO EXIT
MUNUAR KHATRX KHATR0 THICK ANS AN$0 CSPSU_
JOnTIH [XZT BLEND HUNUAR DL|URO ANSONO CSPSUB
HC&FA UNLIN LESHP
00S253 GGS?.S4
NEWPS1
P! P2 CHEP-_N
EXIT
EXIT
EXIT
DUNLIN BESSAV BLE]_ID
PURPO5_
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S|
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL ($)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPO5_
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
EXIT
EXIT
_SJZkiT SSVlkrr JYk_'rw
JYCO_S
IKME'_ JYCOHB
SPEO|N
l_KNLrrrrH TIKSU8 T|K| P'FTCX| PLTIrFO
IKSUR IXSUDO FIrTCX R4ARAY PLTFFT
|KNLrH IXl_P IX0 FFTCX0 PLTF'FO
END JOB |MPTC2
DUNLIN STDIKI DTRAP
INI'PII 2
E_RSV'Ir N[I, IPOI F001 INTFR$
I'L_UB HRI(IIII WAX0O4 NRKII|A
CROSSP F_NDPT CXOUT
INPTCI NEWP0I PRMTXX
AIR24 AIROFF
ISOAFL
DUNLIN AIK2 JOBT|H HAI(E BOUND DLIN¢O
A1K2 DUNLIN HAKHR DOUND0 JO|T|H H_KEQ4 IOUND DLIk_O
LNE_RI
CPHAP VT'rSIN INTFRI CPYSDP INTPltS lqtTP'_ ADJUST
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(cont)
$U|ROUT IM[ L$1"DY
SUIMIOUT |ME LSTPRN
SUI_0UTIN[ LSTSW!
SUSROUTIN( L STUNS
SUBROUTINE LSTVVC
SUBROUT| NIL LSTXYZ
SUBROUT I)_1= PtAIH
SUBROUT Ikq[ HC_FA
SUBROUT I k_ MEAN
SUILROUT ZkE HL|NE
SUBROUT I_ _X
SUBROUT [N£ HOHCAL
SUI_ROUT ENI'." HSUFI
SUBROUTINE HUNUAR
SUMOUT]HE I,d_WPO !
SUBRCUTZN_ NO1SE_
SUIROUT I FR: NOZA ;R
SUBROUT | KI[ NOZ,_IP
SUBROU'r I N[ NOZRLC
SUBROUT |N£ NOZCHK
SUSROUTT_ NOZCLC
SU'BROUT I ;,E NOZFFC
SUBROUT r NE NOZHFL
SUltROUTZNE NO _i(
SUIROUT I k_ NOZIHP
SUBROUTINE NOZI(KC
SU]bROUT IN1[ NO 2'I, IPL
SUBROUT I HE klOZNFC
SUBROUTI_ NO Z)4'4F
SUSROUT1:),I[ )40ZNJ g
SUBROUTI_ I_OZOUT
SUBROUTIklIE klOZOU2
$UBROUT I Ntr _OZOUS
SUIbROUTI kq[ HOZPRH
SUIROUT IN[ MOZQPL
SUBROUTINE NOZSTT
$UBROUT I_ _OZTCJ4
SUBROUTINI[ HOZTRL
SUBROUTINE NOZTRP
SUBROUT INF MOZUMT
SUBROUTINE MRK00I
SUBROUTINE NRK002
SUBROUTINE NRK00S
SUILROUT I NE 14RK004
SUBROUT IHE _KOOS
SUBROUTIH[ NRK006
SUBROUT I N( HRK007
SUDROUTIN[ MRK| 0S
SUBROUTINE HflKOR9
SUBROUT I hE NRKO IA
SUBROUTINE I_KO I]S
SUIbROU'I' I ME NRK010
5UI_ROUTII_ MtKIIi
SUBROUTIM[ PFI
SUBROUTINE PF2
SUIUtOUT IME PL TFFT
SUIROUT INE PLTFF0
SuluqouT I _E PR_rrCO
SUBROUTINE PRMTCS
SUI_ROUT lk_[ PRKTOP
SUBROUT IN[ PRHT ZH
SUBROU"r I k_ PRMTXX
SURTOUT l N£ PRTPRF
SUI_t0UT INE PSIK2
SUBROUT IN[ Pl
SUBROUT IN( P2
SUBROUTI N_ QSPLZN
SUBROUTINE RADI_T
SUIbROUTINE RLrTREV
SUI_OUT IME RJF
SUI_ROUT I kl[ RLCO0[
SUBROUT Ild_ RUNm
SUBROUT I kq_ R4ARAY
SUBROUT IM[ SETIO
SUBROU'r INI[ s_rLNT
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL ($)
PURPOSE
CALL ($)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
CALL (S)
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL IS)
PURPOSE
PURPO$_
CALL IS)
PUR POSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL {$1
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL ($]
PURPOSE
PU_ POSE
CALL ($)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S]
PURPOSE
pURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S]
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
CALL ($)
PURPOSE
CALL ($)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL ($)
SPZ[R0 SLY"rIO OEI"XN It KINFIL THVFIL LSTD¥ N_WI_I LSTUN$ SLF'_O SLAFT
STORE
FETCH klb-dPOt PRNTXX F271NO F271 VTXCAL VTXOUT _ _O PIO_ICAL
FETCH INPTCI k_b'_POl PRNTXX PRNTCS STORE
QSPLZH LSTCGA LST)(YZ
FETCH NL_4PG1 PRNTXX F27] V'rXF;_dT STORE
k_WPGI PRHTOP PRMTIN DUNLIN V[L003 PRNTXX
B,_CAS [NDJOB HF_AD_R INTPRH LSTPRH NOIS[X NOZPRH RUNPRH VI[LGRD VTXPRM
_KO01 HAX PRH
[WKIN JOBT[H DTIHE TDAT_ INPTRN STORE LSTCTL AIRPRH BLDGF.H CRPPRH
FETCH I_'_P01 TOLSTS PRN'i'XX PRNTIN LSTSH1 STORE
SDSOIS BOSO|3
I NFF'_S CHECX
NOZCLC
NOZHNK
NOZNJ2 NOZXKC
NE_PG1 JOST|M NOZI;4P NOZCHK NOZFFC NOZNFC NOZOUT
NOZTRP DSSJI_ MOZTCH NOZA[R NOZHPL kiOZSL.C NOZQPL k)OZTRL NOZUNT NOZSTT
DBSINS OBSKES DBSJNS DBSYS
MNX NOZANP
NOZ)a_F
NOZSTT
NOZTRP KOZHNK NOZTCH MOZAIR NOZNPL NOZSLC NOZQPL DILSJNS NOZTRL NOZUNT
|
; d;PLIN NOZl, FL NOZTRL
klOZTCH
14EWPO 1 MOZOU2
k_.rlCPOl NOZUWT NOZS1"r NOZOUS
k_¢POl NOZUNT
/
PURPOSE :
CALL [$) : INPTCI klEWPO] PRNT]O(
PURPOSE s
PURPOSE ;
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE ;
CALL ($) : EXZT
PURPOSE ;
PURPOSE ;
CALL ($) : JOBTIM NI[WPOI 0TABLP PRNTCO I_'SSAV BLF.N_ NUNUAR I,IRK002
PURPOSE ;
CALL (S} : MRK047 NRKIO4 HRK00S NRK00S JOBT[N NRKOOI,
pURPOSE :
CALL (S) : Z_DLrF DUNLIN NRKOl9
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE |
PURPOSE
CALL (S) : ZOD_F DUNLIN HRRO08 ¢:_(CX
PURPOSE
CALL (S) I EXZT
PURPOS _"
CALL (S) : [KNEW IKNMP FlrTCXN PLTIrFll
CALL CS) : IKO FFTCKN PLTFFI
PURPOSE :
CALL ($) : NRR4|R k_MP0| IHILU IFXPLT
PURPOSE
PURPOSE :
CALL (S; : EXIT NRKi|i NE'dPOI |HILU IFXPLT
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE !
CALL (S) : [XIT
PURPOSE :
CALL IS) : EXIT
PURPOSE :
CALL ($) : INILU
PURPOSI[ ;
CALL (S) : IM[LU
PURPOSE
PUR PO_I[ :
PURPOSE :
PUR POSl[ !
PUR POS_[ :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : k_WPOI
PURPOSI[
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : SPFUNC SPCOF.F SPSVAL SPHVAL
PUR POSE :
CALL (S] : EXIT CUNL;N CTRAP
PURPOSE =
PURPOSE :
PURPOS.E :
pURPOSE :
CALL (S) : INPTC1 Mb'_PO1 PRMTXX
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
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and Purpose Listing (cont)
IB
i
E=
w
m
L .
L_
m
L _
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r--
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m
m
W
W
m
SUBROUTINE SLAFT
SUBROUTINE SLFWD
SUBROUTIME SLOCUB
SUBROUT I k_[ Se,f4AK
SUBROUTINE SFMAK 0
SUBROUTINE SPCOF3
Stfl_OUTTNE SPECIN
SUBROUTINE S PFIJ_C
SUBROUTINE SPLSD3
SUBROUTINE SPLSEV
SUI_OUT II_E SP_AL
SUI_OUT IME SPSVAL
SUSROUTI NE $PZERO
SUBROUTINE STARC
SUBROUT Zk_ STDOEV
SUBROUTINE STDIK[
SUBROUT|NE STORE
SUBROUT [NE SUM!
SUBROUTINE SUM2
SUBROUTINE SUM3
SUBROUTINE SUM4
SUBROUT t NE SUHS
SUI_OUT I NE SUMI
SUBROUTINE SWPARF
SUILROUTINE THICK
SUBROUTINE THICX0
SUBROUTINE THICk3
SUBROUTINE THVF I L
SUBROUTINE TIKSUB
SUBROUTIN_ TIK0
SUBROUTINE _BAR
SUBROUTINE UN[ krT
SUBROUTINE L_LIN
$UBROUT INS UVINT
SUBROUTINE UV[SC
SUBROUTINE VI[LGRD
SUBROUTINE VEL002
SUBROUTINE VEL405
SUBROUT|NE VTT_ IN
SUBROUTINE V'TXA UO
SUBROUTINE VTXCAL
SUBROUTINE VTXCOZ
SUBROUTINE VTXCSE
SU_ROUT INS VTXDBO
SUBROUTINE VTXDLE
SUBROUTINE VTXIN I
SUBROUTINE VTXKST
$UBROUT [NE VTX_T
SUBROUT[NE VTXOUT
SUBROUTINE VTXPRF
SU_ROUT 1NE VTXPRH
SUSROUTINE v'rx_ O
SUBROUTINE HAKE
SUBROUTINE NAKEQ0
SUBROUTINE NAKESN
SUBROUTINE WAKES a
SUBROUTINE WAXHa
SUBROUTINE NAKN01
SUBROUTINE WAKPRN
SUBROUT ZNE NAKPR I
SUBROUTINE W_d(00 I
SUBROUTINE W_l( 802
SUBROUTINE NAK 003
SUSROUTINE WAK004
SUR.ROUT I NE WINO
StnIROUT INE WINGF
SUBROUTINE WINGIN
SUSROUT INS ZEROAL
St.ilROUT I NE ZODEF
pURPOSE :
CALL (S) I INTL|N
PUR POSE :
CALL (S) : UVINT INTLIN
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE
PURPOSE |
PURPOSI[ :
CALL (S) : SPLSD3
PURPOSE !
PURPOSE !
PURPOSE ;
PURPOSE |
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : SPLSEV
PURPOSE I
CALL (S) : SPLSEV
PURPOSE Z
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : UNINT
PURPOSE ;
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE z
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : IKPCHB IPKCMB
PURPOSE s
CALL (S) : IKCONB
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : IKCOHB
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : ISOARF CASARF LNEAR]
PURPOSE :
CALL CS) : PSIK2 THICKO THICK3
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : DUNLIN IIEXPS ZODEF INE
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : DUNLIN I[EXPS ZODEF INF
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE[ I
pURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE !
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : [NPTCI I_'WPOI VI[LOa2
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : PRNTXX
PURPOSE :
C_CX
CALL (S) : EXIT NEWel PRkrTDP PRNTXX PttNTIN SD5024
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : WINT
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
CALL (S) : VTXIN[ VTXKST VTXOLE V_fCSE VTXCDZ VTXAOG VTXI_F VTXDBO VTXOUT
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE :
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
PUR POSE
PURPOSE
pURPOSE
CALL IS)
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (51
PURPOSE
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL IS)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
CALL (S)
PURPOSE
FETCH NENPGI INPTCI PRNT'XX STORE
EXIT DUNLIN DSSINS DESKES ZKCUN II CHECK INNSUS NAKESN
EXIT DUNLIN DSSINS DSSKES CHICLE _HNSU It WAKESO
DUNLIN SUNI CHECX SUN2 SUM3 SUN4 SUMS SUNS
DUNLIN _KPCHS ZPKCHB CHECK IKCOHIk rl, U4S_N
9UNL IN NAKMO I
DUNLIN INNS IN
FETCH INPTCI NE_POI PIINTXX STORE
FETCH PANTDP PRNTIN
FrrcH WAR002 STORE
ERRSYT k_'WPGI k_IXPRI EXIT F0ll WA_iO$
EXIT I'_UB MRKOO_ WAK004 k_KOll
DUNLZN
WING_N
DBSVS
WINGF FF'rcx R4ARAY PLTFFT
ISO_qF
II_SIN
M
w
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(cont)
re=m= TSO FORI[_OtA_O PtJJtDCOPY .aaf Z¢:34:3S 95122
0f_AH[* TSOO04 | .XRF.F$. DATA
LA|ELI_ _ AREA CROSS REFI[RENCE LZSTINO
LA_[L SUI_OUTZM[
[S U$[9 mY : K_ZN
AZRALZ ;5 _ BY : A;RDR0 AZRFLX AIROFF AIRP02 A[R2_ CASARF DRAG24 ISOAFL ISOARF LIFT24
&|RALZ IS USED BY : SHPARF ZEROAL
AIRCDF |S USL_ 8v : AZRDRG AIRFLX AZROFF AZRP02 A_R2_ CASAAF DRA024 ZSOAFL |SOARF LIFT24
AZRCDF [S USED BY : SHP&RF ZEROAL
A;RCON XS USI[D bv : S_PARF Z[ROAL
AIRCD_,I |S USED SY : AZRDRG AIRFLX AIROFF AIRP02 AIR24 CASARF ORAG24 |SOAFL [SOARF LIFT24
A|RD&T |S USl[D BY : $HPARF ZEROAL
A|RDAT IS U._D BY : AIRORG AZRFLX AZROFF A_RP02 AIR24 CASARF DRAG2; |SOAFL |SOARF L|FT24
AIRP|| |S USI[D 8Y : AZRDRG AZRPRH LSTOY LSTUNS
SOS¢01 [S USl[D SV : BDSQ|S
S9SC02 ZS USED SV : SOS016
BOSC:$ IS USED BY : RDSOI4
BESAR IS _ SY : BI[SSAV SSIHT BSJINT SSYINT
8ESOl[L ZS USE_ BY : |ESSAV SSINT SSJXNT BSY|HT
SLDGC3 ZS USED BY : Ir[TCH $TOtlE
SLDG[O _S [JSL_ BY : SLDCT1 SLDCT3 SLOG|| SLDOZ2 RLDGI5 SLDOPI F'ETCH RETRl[V STORE LSTDV
BLDG[0 ZS USED BY : LSTUN5 NCAFA
6LDGX0 _S IJSEO _y : FETCH RETRgV STORE
BLDQ0| IS U$[O |¥ : BLOC:T1BLDQ|I FETCH RETRLrV STORE F£AFA
BLDO02 ZS IJ_IL_ BY : FETCH Rl[TR£V ST_E
bLDO05 IS USED BY : SLDCT3 ILDQI3 FETCH STORl[
CCHH2 IS USED 8Y : GgSa1! G_S107
C_PP41 IS USED SY : ORPPRH RETREV LSTCTL LSll)Y LSTUNS LSTVVC NL_PG1 k_K00| WAXO0I
DTET)4E [S USED SY : AIRPRH BLDGEH BLDGI! BLOGI2 BLDOI$ BLOOP| HEADI_ INFLOW INTFR| INTPRM
DTl[11_ IS USED BY : WN(O01
DT£TN_ |S USED BY : LSTCTL LSTOY LSTPRN LSTUNS NEWel NOZSEXRUNPRH VTXPRN N_PRH _AKPR1
HEADR1 IS USED 6v : HEADIER LSTCTL LSTDY LSTUNS NEkPGI
I_AOR2 IS USED BY : HEADIER LSTCTL LS¢OY LSTUN$ NEHPGI
HSQSP_ [S USl[D BY : LSTSW| NOZNHF QSPLIN
_NTPO| IS _ BY : INTF-_S _NTFR| _NTPRH LSTCTL LSTDY LST_t5
KCLSAV IS USEO BY : ISOARF
LSTP0| IS USED BY : FETCH Rl[TREV STORE LSTOY LSTPRH LSTUNS
LSTP02 _S USEO BY : FETCH RI[T_EV STORE
LSTRS2 _S USED BY : FETCH STORE
LSTR01 IS USED Bv : AIRDRO FETCH STORE INTFRI LSTD¥ LSTUNS LSTWC _IXlll
LSTR02 IS USED BY : FETCH STORE INTFRI LSTDY LSTUNS _KHI
LSTSPR ZS USED BY : FETCH STORE
NOZDAT IS USED BY : ),IOZCL¢ NO|PEN
NOZS|6 IS USEO BY : NO2FFC NOZNFC
OUTPUT IS USED BV : BDS0I_
PROVES IS USED BY : LSTDY LSTUNS klb_PG1
RNCPII IS USED BY : LSTCTL LSTDY LSTUNS NCAFA RUNPRH
VT)(COH IS USl[D BY : FLrTCH R[TREV STORE LSTDY VTXCAL VI"X0UT VT)(PRH
VT)(CO2 IS USEO BY : FETCH RETRI[V STORE
VI_|CI IS U.SI[D BY : LSTCTL LSTDY LSTUNS VI[LORD VELI02 VTTBIN
NN(Pel IS LISEO BY : FETCH Rl[TREV STORE LSTDY LSTUN$ _AKPRH NAKOOI
NAKPO2 ZS US(O BY ; FETCH RETREV STORE
HAKROl ZS _ED BY : FETCH STORE INTFRI LSI_DV LSTUNS _N(PR1NAXOOl
NAKSP2 IS USED BY : FETCH STORE
NORK ZS US[O S¥ : F27| F271NO |NTFR$ _STCTL LSTD¥ LS_UI_ kRKl01 HAK00S
t_ORKI IS USED BY : rzT| FZT1NO LSTO¥ LSTUNS
XZNOEX IS USED BY : _DS01_
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R AIRDRO USES
R AIRFLX USES
R AIROFF USES
R AIRPRH USES
R AIRP¢2 USES
R AIR2_, USeS
R I_J014 USES
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R BESSAV USES
R BLDCT1 USES
R BLDCT$ USES
R BLDGEH USES
R BLOGI1 U_d[S
R SLDGI2 USES
R BLDOI5 USES
R IL_ l HT USES
R BSJ[NT t_S[S
R |SY|NT USES
R OASARF USES
R CRPPR_ USES
R DRAO24 USES
R FETCH USeS
R FETCH US|IS
R F27Z USES
R F271_0 USE.S
R _S I I 1 US|IS
R GGS| 07 U'S_S
R HEADER USES
R |NP'r_l_ USES
R IHTFRS USES
R [ NTF_ 1 USES
R 1HTIt'R 3 USeS
R IkrTpR_'l USES
R I SOAFt. USeS
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R L Ilry2 'r, tJ$_S
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R ICP..J_A USES
R HE_P'GI USl[S
R NOIS(X USES
R NOZCLC USES
R NOZF'FC U$l[S
R NOZNF¢ USES .
R NOZNHF USES
LSTR0| A|RPO| AIR_T AI_RCDF A;RC_,I AIRALZ
AIRDAT AIRC_" AIRCOH AIRALZ
AIRDAT AIRCDF AZRCDI4 AIRALZ
AIRP0| D_
A|RDAT AIRCDF AIRC]_*q AIRALZ
AIROAT A|RCOF AIRCJ_'I A|RALZ
BO$COS XINOEX OUTPUT
|DSC0I BDSC02
I_SAR SESDI[L
BL_O| BLDGEO
llLDG03 BLDGEO
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DTl[THE B_DGOI |LDGI[O
OTETHE BLD_EO
DTETHE SLOG03 BLDGEO
OTETHE BL 0GIr0
SESAR BESDEL
Ir4[$AR BESD[L
M[SAR BESDEL
AIR_4T A|RCOF A1RC_I4 A|RALZ
CRPPOI
A[ROAT A|R¢_" AIR_ AIEALZ
BLDO0$ SLDOC3 LSTR01 LSTSFR LSTR02 LSTItS2 WAKR|I WAJ(SP2
N&J(P01 H_U(P02 LSTP01 LSTP02 VI_(CCH V13(¢02 BLDO01 SLY02 Bt._O BLDGXO
HORK NORKi
f/ORg i¢ORK I
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WORK
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Figure 3D: UCAP Labeled Common Area Reference Listing (cont)
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)JOt_ _.ALCULATICe_ OUTPUT : _UT IJOIZEX[C _ TIME: |?:el:20 9,411[: |/1S152 UC_P *-- J4_5_ 4
• w• • •
IlllnlillnlJmllUliUlJailllllllilllll JJ J JJJJJJ JJJJJJJ JJJJJJJJJJ JJJJJ J jj j jnjjnjj jj j jj j jjjjj j lilliJJlJllllJlm lililnjl UlJU jjjjjjjjj
UCAP FOR _Ii-2 ]HPtrT -- R2521tq'PT.DATA
I_ • e.2&s, J - 1.4£, TI[_P • S&.2, P/PRI_ r " .9627p v'r_P - 63/. FPS
6X3 CONFIGURAT][Okl, RUH 252.3 - S0/S0 POWE:_ SPLZT .....
uwwle•• FIRST ATTI_IPT AT POME_ MATC:M m• • ....
lSLAZ_ ANGLE • 46.54 D_G. - 14EASLILE_ - CP )_kTCH • 48.$4
FROI_T & RE.iJ_ BLADE:_ AS._UI4[_ Z_E),rr]c:AL
• • wwu •w• • wwl•ln inwlwwwwu•wlw••• u• •x • w••weie• wm•lJ•wm•w•w•m•l• uw w•wl wwl uwi• •xmw• Ill Iw • lieu allan • imsuuuuwlwul••iaiilu Ill Iw•u • • i• • • • •_u
k_)lS[ PROG_.N'I E_C'JTIC_ TII'_
CPU TZI_[ AT START " 72k.941 SE:C
CPU TTM_ AT E)_ - 733.O£0 SJEC
T|14_ • &.719 SE:C
OBSJ_RVIE_ LOCAT ZONI_
DIREL"T|VITY PO]k'T5 AT ALTITtJOI[ OR SZDELIklE: DISTANCE:, 1.124 F'T.
DISTAIOCE F0_Rt4ARD OF PLAJ_E OF ROTATZOIq (RETARD£]D) RE FRONT ROTOR
6.3&0 _.645 2.$73 o .4170 -1.447 -4.112 -S.77S
DISTAHCE FORWARD OF pLANE OF ROTAT_0N (VISUAL} RE: FROMT ROTOR
4.021 2.&41_ 0.8137 -1.20_ -3.114 -L0&i *tl.il
RADIATION ANGLE: FRO04 FLIGHT DIRECT_(Nd - DEG_E_...Y RE FROI,'T ROTOR
45.50 52.80 67.2O 8&.10 103._ 123.9 145.1
VISUAL RADIATION AFIGLE: - D/[GR_.J RE FRokrr ROTOR
56.65 66.91 82.43 Ill .2 117.4 134.7 152.2.
FROt4T ROTOR AZIHUTHAL 03SJ_VI_ _L[ IS 50.i D_[_EES
REAR ROTOR POSITZOk_ OFFSET FROH FROk'T ROTOR OII_I_VER I_D$_T;1014S BY 0.2570 • _rJ_O(q'T RADIUS
DXSTA/,K_ Ir0_tWARD OF PLA_[ OF ROTATI0kl (RE:TARDE:]D) RE R[AR ROTOR
7.0|4 5.2?6 3.11£ 0.9510 -0.94i_, -3.&S1 -6.340
DISTAJOCE: FORWARD OF PLANE OF ROTATZON (V_SUAL) RE RE:AR ROTOR
&.S47 3.|33 1.340 -0.682 t -2..e_MI 05.540 -11.08
RADIATION ANGLE: IrROH FLIGHT DIRECTION - ORGRI=lrS RE: RE:_R ROTOR
41.11 4_ • 2:S &2* &5 81 • 01 $8.79 120.1 143. ?
VISUAL It_ATlOI4 ANAL[ - D(G_U_.S It[ RF.AR ROTOR
S3.39 62.88 7?.iS 9_.36 112.1 132.2 ISl.I
lEAR ROT01 AZ'IHUTHAL OBSI_VI_ _L[ IS 90.I ]_I;_EE:3
1
• r
Al_ZDrr ATHOSPttERIC CON_I"rlONS
• _ • _ _._ : : .._.; :'.'";.: .: • _.. .... -_
- TE]4PE]_TIS_ .... " .: ;. 5&.18
' -" "_. _LOC_. _ OF _ •- _ nls.s& FElT _ "SLq:l_lOD -T '_;:.." " "_ . : : .-: _.. :
lira
Figure 47:NOIZEXEC output (observer position summary)
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EIR
FR0c_T Ro'r0R 0PIDLAT_IG r.C_rT[Ok_
0.265_ FLIGHT KACH )JLIKBE_, 1.3702 TIP ROTATIONAL _ NU, Q_R,
2.151_ KT / HX, S_2.37 BPF, 2.0467 FOOT DIAJ_r'TI_
0._2 ju 'r_P _£LAT_Vl_ _L_C:_ _UKSI_,
g
gJ
R
E
BE
|
IF..AR ROTQI_ 0PIE_ATZI4G COklDZT|0145
- • 1.2651 FLIGHT )_4CH HUI_I_, 1.5733 TZP ROTATZONAL _ NUQEI, .. $.6316 TiP ItLrI.AT|VI[ _ NUI41M_,
:: " 2.1633 HT ! _C(, " 4_£.33 EPF'_ :Z.e4£? FOOT DZAH_rE_ • ; ." : ,':._. * ". ; - " " - ." ....
°. • .- ..'- .........
Figure 48:NOIZEXEC output (front and rear rotor operating conditions)
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PRII_" FIIOI+T 4 RF.J_ ROTOR HARI<3 : _ZDU2 NOZZI[X][¢ I[_[CCAS_ Tltl_: ]7:||:20 DATE: 1/15/52 UP._p --- _ 4
mw wl •• wu• •• ••• mmR. • wu ••• mlw mm• •• ••• •• •lu •we •• •• muw •wu •wl •• •• mum ••• am m wmm mwm mw• ••• •| me •• ••w l• •wu •mu •• •• ••• •• ••• ••• •w n• me • •• •• •• ••• •• •
UCAp FOII CR-Z |RPUT -* R2._2[I,IPT.DATA
I_ • 0.265, J • 1._&, T_P * 5£.2, p/PR[F - ._&27, _rZP - 631, FPS
iX5 COkf|GORATI0k+, RtJN 2-_2.3 - S0/54 _ SPL_T
w,w,, F1RST ATTEMPT AT POI,d[R HATCH uwumu
FRO_IT BLAD4[ AklGL( • 48.87 D(G. - _ASUR[D - CP HATCH • 48.87
RF.J_ 6LADE AJ_G+.E • 46.54 DEG. - 14F._SUR[_ - CP HATCH • 48.$t*
FR_J'/" 4 RF.JU_ ])LAD_r_ A._S_ ZD_/'r|C,I+ L
wmswmawug • ila gnl_iBsnmWw ggigmmiwmw,wwwul iuwnl_mwwmlww_iamln Bni mJwa•sm mwmwu awnmwiww puwwm inwn mw• wmi • • • • • |u • uw i_ i_ • • nu mi • iw • • • • me1 wanw •
lid
w
_ 1
r
m
U
m
RESULTS AT OBS3[RVI_It POSITION 1 : VISUAL COORDZHATF._ RETARD_'D C_¢RgIH&TF._
X POSZT_O_ k_OL[ X _StTI0_ A_GL(
FRoI_rI" ROTOR : 4.02 5£.&5 _.36 43.90
REAR ROTOR ; 4.53 53.35 ?.el 41.1|
CALCULAT_ kK)ZS_FOR HARH_qIC_ IN _ RA_G[0F I T|_LAD_ PA._INGF_(OUO4C_
IIJ_|AT]014 H K PROf" ROTOI_
FRED CO_ CO_IT][_ 06 PHAS_ • R_4L . • |HAG R)4_ PA
66_.42 2 "1 -_5.8 i.8 |,iiil i. Ilil i.liii
• e FRONT ROTOR um
• ST_U)Y k_IS[ •
$52.37 l | 9t.7 10|.2 *0.$74| i.8943 Z.9352
STF.AD_ THICXMF.S_ 52.2 |&2.S -I.7775 0.24_3 |.SIS0
OUADRUPOL( -208.0 O.O §.+III i IIII l.l+IO
RADIAL LOADII+G -2O|.O e.O I.||OO I,|11§ I.illl
TOTAL _0_$[ 101.7 |16.3 -l.|_3S 2.|488 2.4318
me RF..AJ_ ROTOR _,
STEADY NOIS[ •
456,33 _ 1
ST_U)_ THICX_[SS
OUADRUPOL[
RADIAL LOADING
TOTAL STF.J_DY IdO|S_
440.27 -1 2
664.2_ -2
118.4 202.7 -15,3111 o6.4173 l&.SSt7
_L_UI.ATF._ NOISI[ FOR HARHO_IC_ 114 _ RAke[ OF 2 TIH[S _LA_ PA._ING F_EQUD_'Y
RADIATIO_
12_0.75 3 -1
m* Iq_0NT ROTOR i,
• ST£AD_ _OISE •
11_4.75 2 l
STF_ADY THTCRk_$$
QUAORUPOL[
RADIAL LOAD|HG
TOTAL NO|._[
1068.70 ] 1
uu RF._R ROTOR •,
• STF.ADY NOI._[ I
_t2.&1. O 2
ST[ADY THICRR[$$
RADIAL LOAD IRG
TOTAL SI?.ADY _lS[
6_1..k2 -1 3
600.57 -2
F_Ot/T ROTOR
D6 pHASE P R[AL • I_ RH$ PA
-76.3 301.3 I.lili l.ll|g I.III0
6].4 3_I.S 1.|265 -I.I|S5 0.12_5
i2.5 ]|_-8 -l.ll?l 1.12?i 1.12?9
-2O@.D I,O i.llOi I.Illl I.|III
-2e4.e |.o e.4eee l.llle l.llll
63.6 1.4.+ 1.8216 0.0211 1.1305
|44.5 170.6 -545.21&& _1.3227 556.7573
REAR ROTOR
D6 PHAS_ P P_.AL P IKAG R_S PA
ll2.t Z_5.1 1.2027 -2.$650 2.7787
6&.3 _32.2 _.5&_7 -0.1715 4.4122
85.8 323.5 t.312S -0.2312 1.3887
-200.0 I.l O.IlOO O,lIll O.OOOO
-200.0 i.I O.;_lO 0. gOOO 4.1IgO
52.1 328.0 1,+772 -1,6232 1.758&
-13&.0 54.£ |.le0O 0.lOB0 5.4100
-210.0 I.l §.|O|i l.l|l§ 1.0lig
RF.J_ ROTOR
D_ PHASE • RF.AL P II._O RK5 PA
47.t 2.52.9 -0.0015 -1oe848 _.OiSe
151.& 253.6 30S.2_54 *Til.2k7& 7k$.1241
47.1 55.7 -i.ll06 |.1045 0,|0_4
40.5 137.7 -I.l||] |.1145 0.0221
-241.1 _.0 4._000 I.O0lO I.II_O
-201.1 I.O i.iiOi I,lii| 1.1014
&2.2 131.5 *l.llT1 i,lZJ3 0.02-%8
-123.0 243.L-. |.eeoc l.eel| I.eele
-21i. I |.l I.IlgI I.Illl I.Illl
I I
Figure 49: NOIZEXEC output (summary of noise results, by directivity)
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_|_ _GTAL _OTSE SUH_T_ON : k_ZOU3 _Q|Z_C [_C¢_._ T|H[: 171i8120 DA_[: 1/15112 UC_ --- kASA 4
I l lllll iil ii i I I i i IIi i I I I Ill i l lllilll i ill ill l i iillll iiiii ill iii Ii i i i liE I!1111 ililllllllSl I llll I !11 III!!! Ill !1 I I ili III I I lii I III I Eli I i_
UCJ_P FO_ CR-2 D4PUT -- R2-S2ZNPT._,kTA
HX - 0.265, J " 1o46, 71D(P • ._£.2, P/PRi[]: • .$£27, _rrZp • 13£ F'PS
iX5 CGIdF|GT,I_ATZOI_, RU)J 2S2.3 - $B/50 PO)t'l[_ SPt.IT
• wu=x F_RST A'F'I'I_P'T AT POHE_ KATCH _=_=m _
FRO_Pr Y,LJLD[ ANGL r" • _8.87 D(G. - _SUR[0 - CP HATC3.I - _,.8.67
3L_ A,_GLE - 4&.$4 D(G. - N[A._URED - C_ HATCh1 • 48..54
FRONT & RF.AR BLAD(5 AS3UNE_ ZDE3¢TXP._L
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Figure 50:NOIZEXEC output (summary of noise results at each fi'equeney)
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PROGRAM QWMUGEN
REAL RWMU(20,20), IWMU(20,20)
INTEGER TYPE
#(0) THIS WILL CALCULATE QWMU FOR LSTPARMS 351 TO 550
TYPE IS 1 FOR SEARS LIFT RESPONSE FOR SINUSOIDAL GUST
IT iS ASSUMED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ARE KNOWN:
NCP NUMBER OF CHORDWISE PANELS. LSTPARMS
NSM NUMBER OF RADIAL STATIONS. LSTPARMS
BD CHORD/DIAMETER RATIO AT NSM STATIONS (BLADEGEO)
ZAR LOCATION OF THE RADIAL STATIONS (LSTPARMS i01-II0)
J ADVANCE RATIO
REAL J, BD(10), ZAR(10)
WRITE(*,*)' ENTER ADVANCE RATIO'
READ(*,*) J
WRITE(*,*)' ENTER NUMBER OF CHORDWISE PANELS'
READ(* *) NCPs
WRITE (*, * ) ' ENTER NUMBER OF RADIAL STATIONS '
READ(*, *) NSM
WRITE (*, * ) ' ENTER ',NSM, ' RADIAL STATIONS--ASCENDING ORDER '
READ(*,*) (ZAR(I),I=I,NSM)
WRITE(*, *)' ENTER ',NSM,' VALUES OF CHORD/DIAMETER'
READ(*,*) (BD(I),I=I,NSM)
WRITE(*,*) ' ENTER Q'
READ(*, *) Q
WRITE(*, *)' ENTER GUST VELOCITY, DIVIDED BY ROTOR TIP SPEED'
READ(*,*) WZERO
DO N=I, NSM
SIGMA=3. 14159/J
DO M=I, NCP
XN=-0.5+ (FLOAT (M) -0.5 )/FLOAT (NCP)
RWMU (M, N) =WZERO*COS (2.0*Q*BD (N) *XN/SIGMA)
IWMU (M, N) =WZERO*SIN (2.0*Q*BD (N) *XN/SIGMA)
ENDDO
ENDDO
WRITE(*, I010) 351, ( (RWMU (M, N), IWMU (M, N) ,M=I,NCP), N=I, NSM)
1010 FORMAT(I3, (T5,6(F9.4,IX)))
STOP
END
Figure 51
Listing of sample program to generate QWMU vector for simusoidal gust
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iC 8(#) CRPBLK.F 1.1.18(#)
C 90/08/15
C 16:47:12
0(#) BLOCK DATA FOR COMMON/CRPP01/
PURPOSE: BLOCK DATA FOR COMMON/CRPP0!/
MODIFIED TO MAKE DEFAULT VALUE OF CRPTOL 0.01
BLOCK DATA CRPBLK
C--BLOCK DATA FOR CRPPRM
C--COMMON BLOCK FOR CRPPARMS
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
REAL AFTHRM, COUNT, CRPBUG, CRPTOL, FWDHRM,
$ RATIO, ROW, SPACE, SWITCH
COMMON/CRPP01/CRPBUG, SWITCH, SPACE, COUNT,
$ CRPTOL, FWDHRM, AFTHRM, ROW,
$ RATIO
CRPBUG: DEBUG SWITCH. 0: NO DEBUG PRINTOUT
i: ECHO INPUT
SWITCH: CRP/SRP SWITCH. 0: SINGLE ROTATION (DEFAULT)
I: COUNTER ROTATION
SPACE: DISTANCE BETWEEN BLADE PITCH CHANGE AXES, DIVIDED BY
FRONT ROTOR DIAMETER.
RATIO: REAR DIAMETER DIVIDED BY FORWARD DIAMETER
COUNT: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FRONT/REAR ITERATIONS. DEFAULT IS 0,
WHICH IS ONE TRIP THROUGH.
CRPTOL: MINIMUM VALUE OF THE CONVERGENCE MONITOR REQUIRED TO
START ANOTHER ITERATION. IF THIS IS <= 0, IT WILL BE
SET TO 1.0E+4
ROW: ROW SELECTOR SWITCH_ SET INTERNALLY ONLY!
<1.5: FRONT ROW
>1.5: REAR ROW
FWDHRM : HIGHEST FORWARD ROW WAKE HARMONIC TO USE FOR EXCITATION
OF REAR ROTOR. NOTE THAT THE FORWARD ROTOR WAKE IS
STEADY WHEN VIEWED FROM A POINT MOVING WITH THE FRONT
ROTOR. THE HARMONICS ARE HARMONICS IN SPACE ONLY.
THOSE HARMONICS > 0 WILL APPEAR UNSTEADY TO THE REAR
ROTOR IN THE SAME WAY BUMPS ON A ROAD CAUSE TIME VARYING
FORCES ON AN AUTOMOBILE MOVING DOWN THE ROAD.
AFTHRM: HIGHEST REAR ROW POTENTIAL FIELD HARMONIC TO USE FOR
EXCIT ATION OF THE FORWARD ROTOR. NOTE THAT THE REAR
ROTOR POTENTIAL FIELD IS, LIKE THE WAKE, STEADY ONLY
WHEN VIEWED FROM A POINT MOVING WITH THE REAR ROTOR.
IS ALSO NOT HOMOGENOUS.
DATA AFTHRM/0.0/, COUNT/0.0/, CRPBUG/i.0/,
$ CRPTOL/I.0E-2/, FWDHRM/0.0/, SPACE/-1.0/,
$ SWITCH/0.0/
IT
END
Figure 52
Listing of CRPBLK with changed default valve for CRP tolerance CRPTOL
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